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EDITOBIAT COMMENI

Stop the Bomhing!

The exchange of letters between President Johnson and Ho Chi
Minh, recently disclosed by Hanoi, helps to clear the air on certain
questions which the Johnson Administration had deliberately be-
fogged. And in doing io, it reveals once again the utter hypocrisy of
Johnson's protestations of his willingness to negotiate and his desire
for peace.

A year ago, ]ohnson was loudly proclaiming his readiness to halt
the bombing if only Hanoi would indicate its willingness to negotiate.
It was their refusal to do so, he insisted, which was the only roadblock
to de-escalation of the war. But then the governrnent of North Viet-
nam proceeded to give distinct indications that no suoh roadblock
existed. These indications came through various channels; most notable
was Soviet Premier Kosygin s statement concerning an offer by For-
eign Minister Nguyen Duy Tri,nr "that the United States immediately
and unconditionally cease the bombings of the Democratic Republic
of Vietnam and then the way would be cleared to the negotiating table
for a discussion of all questions. . . ."

lohnson Raises the Ante

But Johnson's reaction to this and similar initiatives was scarcely
one of unbounded enthusiasm. On the eontrary, he now proceeded
to raise the ante, demanding vaguely-deffned. "assurances" of good
faith on the part of North Vietnam as a precondition for U.S. action.
This led to a vigorous condemnation of the Administration by Premier
Kosygin, who stated that, "trying to camouflage its aggressive inten-
tions, it hastened to set forth ultimatums that were absolutely unac-
ceptable to the Vietnamese people." (Quoted by ]ames Reston, Neto
York Times, March 8, 1967.)

In short, Kosygin charges, ]ohnsons actions show that he has
no'intentions of negotiating. Nor is Kosygin by any means alone in
drawing such a conclusion. Thus, Arthur M. Schlesinger ]r. charges
the Administration with rejecting negotiation and asks: "Why else,
unless it wishes to avoid negotiation now, would the Administration
have hardened its terms, demanding today from Hanoi what it did not
demand a year ago?" (Neu> York Times, March 8, 1967. ) And ]ames
Reston, commenting on ]ohnsods speech of Maroh 15 to the Ten-
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nessee L,egislature, says: "President Johnson loola more and more liko
a man who has decided to go for a military vietory in Vietrarrl and
thinls he can make it." (NeuYork Times, March 16, 1967.)

What Johnson means by "assurances" is now made fully clear in
the text of his letter to Ho Chi Minh, a letter whose existence he had
sought to keep secret. It says: "I am prepared to order a cessation of
bourbing against your country and, the stopping of further augmenta-
tion of Uuited States forces in South Viehram as soon as I am assurod
that inffltration into South Vietnam by land and by sea has stopped."

It is important to understand the full signiffeance of these terms.
What Johnson is demanding, ffrst of all, is that North Yietnia;ro il,etw
onstrate-in adoance and to his satisfaction-that it has ceased all 'in-
ffltration" into South Vietnam. This is in itself not an offer to negotiate
but an ultimatum. But the meaning goes further, for it may be asked:
Why is the bombing taking place to begin with? And what would it
take to "assure" President Johnson?

I ohnson D emands U nconditianal Smrend,er

The excuse for the bombing is the allegation that North Vietnam is
guilty of armed aggression against South Vietnam, whose government
the United States asserts it is aiding in its ffght against that aggression"
But this has long been exposed as a myth. Indeed, t*re State Depart-
ment itself, in its memorandum of March L966 ("The Legahty of the
U.S. Participation in the Defense of Vietnant''), offers in support of
this allegation only the contention that between 1954 and 19&5, a
period of a dozen years, "40,0@ armed and unarrned guerrillas" have
"inffltrated" South Vietnam frona the North. Such is the "armed attack"
whieh half a million U.S. troops do not suffice to quelll Obviously, this
is nothing more than a smokesccreen intended to blur the all-too-
evident truth: that the ]ohnson Administration is itself conducting a
brutal war of agression against the South Vietnamese people. The
North Viebramese are "guilty'' only of Sving what help they caar to
their countrymen in their resistance to U.S. aggression.

Clearly they cannot stop doing what they are not doing in the ffrst
place. But even if they should succeed in "assuringi' Johnson, this
would bring no cessation of the butchery in South Vietnarn. AII that
is ofiered is "the stopping of augmentation of U.S. forces."

Johnsods letter, therefore, can be consbued only x a ilemand for
capiiulation to U.S. aggression. And this is borne out further by hit
policy of meeting every peac€ overture with more escalation. The
nighunarish character of the Adrninistratiods behavior, says an edito-
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riat in Tha Nation (Marcilr 18, 196-/), "was suocinctly expressed in a
newspaper headliner LBI STEPPING UP WAR TO PROMOTE
PEACE." The editorial continues: "Whenever the possibility of peacc

appears on the horizon, ]ohnson, Rusk and McNamara respond with
new escalations: in the present instance no less than t}ree-raval
shelling of the North Vietn'amese seacoas! artillery ffre across the

derrilitarized zone and mining of nor&ern rivers." It coneludes: "The
Adminis,tration is determined to achieve a military and diplomatic
victory in Vietnam and will not negotiato until such an outcome is
assured."

So much for ]ohnson's hypocritieal cant about "uncondition'al nego'
tiations."

The Myth of Chinesa Aggression Exposed

Meanwhfle the props are being knocked out from under the basic

ffction on whiclr the aggression in Vietnam is predieated: the myth
that the war has been brought on by China's aggressiveness and am-

bitions to take over all of Southeast Asia. This is the well-known
"dominoes" theory which holds that if we do not resist so-called "Com-

munist aggression" in Vietram we will, in ]ohnson's words, find our'
selves resisting it in HonoLuJu.

In the recent hearings of the Senate Foreign Relations Comrnittee,

chaired by Senator J. William Fulbright, more than one prominerrt
witness attacked the idea. Thus, George F. Kenna,nr ridiculed it and

urged a change of policy. Especially noteworthy was the testimony of
Bdwin O. Reischauer, former U.S. Ambassador to Japan, who stated:
"The Chinese do not have a philosophy of going out and conquering

the world. They believe that world revolution is going to qpread by
itself, so they are not driven in that direction." And further: "fte
threat of unitary world Cornmunism sweeping Asia has largely faded,

and the menace of Chinese domination-if ever it was a real menace

in the military sense-is growing weaker." He concludes that for nearly
two docades U.S. policy in Asia has been based on erroneous assumP
tions and should be overhauled.

This testimony bolsters that given by a nurnber of academie special-

ists at similar hearings a year ago. A,nd more or less similar views are
held by an impressive number of leading ffgures, not least among them

Senator Fulbright himself. To be sure, some of these rnay be motivated
by a desire to make political capital of the Mao Tse-tung groups anti-
Sovietism. Nevertheless, the objective effect is to destroy the last shreds
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of cfedibility of the Adur,inistration's claim that U.S. troops are in Viet-
nam to combat "Chinese aggression."

A Genocidal War of Extermdnation

The Johnson Administration stands more completely exposed than
ever as guilty of naked aggression in Vietnam and of barbaric mass
butchery of the Vietnamese people. The napalming of women and
children, the wholesale destruction of crops and defoliation of large
areas, the forcible removal of whole population from their homes,
the repeated "accidental" bombings of villages with innumerable civi-
lian casualties-all these are familiar features of U.S. imperialism's war
of annihilation in Vietnam. r

The character of this war is especially highlighted by one recent
incident-the so-called "Operation Cedar Falls" carried out in the
Iron Triangle north of Saigon. In this operation, which outdoes the
Nazi destruction of Lidice, four villages were evacuated and levelled
to the ground. A couple of hundred i.", *""" killed-so it is stated-
as Vietcong guerrillas, and tlle rest of the able-bodied men fled. Some
6,000 women, children and old men were moved into what Tom
Buckley of the New York Ti,mes describes as a settlement of "canvas-
topped sheds thrown up on a wasteland."

The logic of this operation is noted editorially by The Nation (Janu-
ary 30, 1967), which says: "It has been suggested that the way to end
the war is to clear the entire countryside of Vietnam and pave it, Iike
a vast parking lot; then we can control the population." That is, we
might add, if there rs any population.

Yet this, it seems, is the direction in which the Johnson policy is
leading, coupled with an apparent intention of destroying North
Vietnam from the air in a flood of raids matching in their intensity
those conducted against German targets at the peaf of World War II.
But this policy is meeting with a rising tide of opposition, today cen-
tered incerasingly in the demand for an unconditional cessation of the
bombing. The demand is being voiced by a cross-section of public
opinion ranging frorn key sections of the organized peace movement
to suc,h ffgures as Lieutenant General James M. Gavin and Senator
Robert F. Kennedy.

The volume and intensity of this demand must be raised to such
a level that ]ohnson is forced to heed it and to reverse his present
line. An unconditional halt to the bombing would represent an im-
portant ftrst step in the de-escalation of the"war, op"rriig up the path
leading toward cornplete withdrawal of U.S. forceJ and an end to the
shameful war against the Vietnamese people.

FRANK MABTIN

Auto Wnrkers Face the

tgET I\egntiations

What is the future of the automobile workers in the coming year?
Will the so-called prosperity, so limitless for the automakers, continue
without a halt, or even a momentary intermp,tionP What about the con-
tract negotiation which will take place in the summer of lg67?

Profits High While Prodaction Lags

The auto indushy did have two very good years, and one year that
was not record-breaking, but still good. Here we must say that the in-
dustry operates on the premise that it must, year after year, beat all
previous records in production, productivity and, most important, in
proffts. If this record-breaking level is not achieved, the auto moguls
regard the year as a complete failure.

In this light, 1966 is a failure because auto production for the year
is 8 per cent lower than that of the previous year. Toward the end of
the year, production was a full 12 per cent lower than in the compar-
able months of 1965.

During this period, General Motors was still the main producer of
American cars. Its share of production was 51.7 per cent. But this was
down from 58.1 per cent in 1965. On the other hand, the Ford Motor
Company's share of production rose from 27.5 per cent to ft3.2 per cent.
This was due mainly to the fact that the traveling mode and styling
preferences of the American consumer did radically change in the
last few years,and right now the most popular models of autornobiles
are the compac! sporty and showy jobs which do not cost too
much.

Such a car was produced by the Ford Motor Company in the very
popular Mustang series. This car was o,riginally intended as an entry
into the European market. The tools, ffxtures and dies for it were built
in West Germany and production was about to start when the building
of the Berlin Wall forced the company to make a quick cancellation
of its plans. Ford became panicky, thought that war was imminent
and decided on a salvage operation. All tools and dies were taken out
of West Germany and brought to Dearborn to be stored there. After

*This article is based on a report given to o group of Communist auto
workers. ?he author is trimself 'a productioor worker in an auto plant.
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the crisis ebbed, Ford tried to take all this back to West Germany
but found that it could not do so without paying highly excessive
tarifrs. This led the company to try production of a small and sporty
car in the United States, and thus the Mustang was born. At ffrst it
was made on an experimental basis, but unexpectedly it caught on.
Now its existence is credited with saving Ford from economic disaster
and the Rogue complex of factories from certain extinction.

Chrysler production rose from 15.7 per cent of the total in Ig65 to
16.8 per cent in 1966. The wonder child of the auto industry (so-called

iust a few short years back), the American Motor Conapany, showed
further decline and disintegration. In U.S. ffnancial circles it is assumed
that this company will cease automobile production within the next
tlree years. The departure from the company of its president and the
board chairman, and the desertion of its so-called saviour-one Mr.
Evans-signaled the hopelessness of the company's situation. American
Motort share of the market d,ropped from nearly 4 per cent in 1965
to I per cent last year. The company also reported a loss of neanly
$12 million for the ffrst nine months of last year.

There are many, many reasons for this sales and production deeline
that has become so visible during the last few months in the auto in-
dustry as a whole. Tight money and credit, and overprodueti,on, slow-
Iy $"i"g rise to a growing threat of recession, are all very important
factors in this decline, but another which is rnost impmtant is at the
same time the most neglected and even unmentionable one. It is the
war in Vietnang where half a mfllion American soldiers are now
stationed. these half-million young men represent a very large portion
of the auto market because young people are the most willing spenders
and the most frequent buyers of new autornobiles. The war in Viet-
nam not only robs the n,ation of its youth and pushes our young men
into this savage slaughter that cannot be rvon. At the same time, the
very withdrawal of this large Soup of potential car buyers from the
auto rnarket contributes to the decline of auto production as a whole.
In the coming year the production rate in the auto industry will dim-
inish substantially in oomparison to 1966.

Pnoffts, however, continue at fantastic heights. For the year of 1966,
net income of the Big Three was as follows:

General Motors
Ford
Chrysler

$1,799,000,000
621,000,000
189,000,000

$2,603,000,000
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trn 1965, net proffts were $8,100,000,000, and in 1g64 they were g2,-
500,000,000. Cturysler made a profft of 92,689 for every worker in its
employ in 1965. Ford made $8,581 and MGs profft per worker was
$5,570. These staggering proffts more than justify more daring demands
by the workers for higher wages, shorter hours and other beneffts.

New Automation Processes Replace Workers

Productivity of the workers is growing at a steady rate as automation
increases and the companies oontinue to press for higher and higher
production standards. The productivity increase during the past year,
however, slowed down somewhat to 2.5 per cent, in conGst to in-
creases of over 4 per cent in the previous six years. This is already
being used as an argument by the companies against demands for
wage increases and improved working conditions.

But what is the real reason for this so-called slowdown? Fantastic
and illo$cal as it may seem, it is the high rate of employment and
proqperity. During good years corporations do not bother to slow down
production for technological improvements, installation of new ma-
cbinery, automation of processes. The word is "go" and production is
rolling 24 hours a day, seven days a week. The last plant improvements
in t\ plants and productivity increases came in the auto industry dur-
rng the last recession when plants were empty and the production
force laid off. It is such times that are used for the installation of new
machinery, making new technological improvements, reducing crew
siz9. For every 1,000 workers who go out of a plant during the layofis,
only 7CI_ are called bac\ the rest having been "improved oui" by
new production process or automation. These allow the auto industry
to cut down the labor force, lower production costs and reach new
production levels undreamed of just a few years earlier.

The latest in the autornation and tec[rnolo$cal improvements is the
numerical control (or "ni') systern. "Ni' is quite new and its full
efiect1 

11e only to be felt in the future. It applies digital computers
to a ffeld where they were not used before: to the skilled trades, to
tool, die and gauge making. The digital computer has become in the
last few years the most revolutionary tool in the history of mankind.
Wi+in its complex structure lies a potential greater than that of any
machine yet invented. These complex machines axe the
symbol of automation and technological progress on the one hand
and of the uncertain future and sufiering of the workers on the other.
Today's computers enter ffelds undreamed of only a decade ago. pro-
cess conbol of production, I)ower generation and 1rcwer distribution;
rnonitoring systems and coordination of processing plants; design of
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engineering structures; making of papolls; programming and man-
ufacturing of tools, dies, ffxhrres and templates so essentially needed
in automobile production-all are falling within the tentacles of this
enorrnous octopus.

While the computers are changmg the ways and means of produc-
tion, and reducing costs, the workers' share and the efiects of the nc
system on the Iives of the factory crews is cornpletely ignored. In the
last two years use of numerical control systems in template making
in the Detroit auto industry resulted rn a74per cent drof in the laboi
force. Some union locals, like UAW Local?Al5 (Dearborn Engineering),
are facing even more severe loss of membership because its members'
crafq once at the very top of the skills in auto production, is becoming
obsolete. fn various auto plants, work previously done by two skilled
men in about two weeks' time (like gauge or ftxture building) is pro-
grammed out by an nc computer in a ferv hours' time and rnachined
nearly to perfection in another few hours. Very often the Ume in which
the job is performed is reduced from 320 hours to a mere 6 or B, To
top it off, the work performed by the comlruters is being serviced
by union-excluded personnel-young college graduates r.vho do not
wish to belong to the union and are u,nfriendly to labor organization.

The use of cornputers is expanding at an alarming rate. The number
of eomputers in the steel industry increased during the last ffve years
by about 58 per cent and in the aero-space industry by 33 per cent. fn
the auto industry it is now catching on and the coming recession will
speed up this process. It is anticipated that the use of computers in
the auto industry will triple in the next ffve years.

A few days ago the Detroit Neos reported on new and revolutionary
line of presses being run by the Chevrolet plant. This line, consisting
of seven big presses, was previously serviced by a crew of fffteen peo-
ple. Now only two people run it, while production has risen from 500
to 900 pieces (in this case automobile grills) per hour. A similar pro-
cess is being installed in the f,rame plant of the Ford Rouge complex.
It was already in existence in the oil pan jobs at Rouge and in decklid
production in Ford's Woodhaven p1ant.

What will this mad dash toward complete automation bring to the
auto workers? What new changes will this bring about in the auto
industry?

The answer is simple: It will create a new army of unemployed such
as has never been seen before. It will eliminate old trades, old skills
and old crafits. In a few years the template maker and the die barber
will be as obsolete as the btracksmith. It will render useless the efiorts
of those who tried to improve themselves by learning new trades, and
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the panacea of upgrading may be rendered worthless because the
present skilled worker may be without a job.

In the ffrst place the automation will eliminate the obsolete small
shops building the tools for the big corporations. The small business
will be the first to go; its shops will become inefficient and too costly.

Jobs from these small jobbing shops will be transferred to more
sophisticated captive shops. The monopoly hold on American economic
life will become more absolute through the use of the digital computer
system, which small factory owners won't be able to afiord.

The numerical control system spells progress, it is true. But it must
also provide a big share of abundance to ttre people who are working
in the industry and who are being robbed of jobs or job opportunities.
In this ffeld, the Party must have a clear and courageous conception
of the future and must provide leadership in the ffght toward organiza-
tion of the working class on the common front of job defense.

As automation makes its biggest advances, the composition of the
labor force is going through most revolutionary changes. In the last
five years, the crews in the factories ohanged almost completely. Those
who were young men during the great struggles in the thirties and
forties, who fought on the picket lines and did the union organizing,
are now old rnen, very often going into retirement. Many of them died,
many became disillusioned and even blackballed by their own unions.
The labor force in the auto industry today is completely different from
that of ten or even six years ago. T[re majority of the UAW members
working in the automobile plants are young people. The average age
has dropped from some 45 yearc a decade ago to about 29 years now.

The production worker of today in the automobile industry is young,
male and Negro in rnore than 50 cases out of 100. This of course points
up the rampant discrimination. It is ffercest against the women, espe-
cially the Negro women. In the last ten years not one wo nan was
hired in either the Ford or GM plants in Detroit and very very few
at Chrysler. The young male Negro, working on production in the auto.
mobile plants, is also a classic example of discrimination because there
are no Negroes in the apprenticeship programs in the plants, and no
opportunity for office or supervisory jobs.

The crew in the plants is young and impatient and it creates many
problems for the industry and especially for the union. It also creates
tremendous possibilities for the Party, that must and s[rould provide
this group of neglected and forgotten workers with leadership.

For the new men working at the ever faster-running lines, the his-
tory of the union does not mean much; the heritage of the union
traditions does not mean much. Tilre appeals for votes mean even less.
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the young worker does not live in the past; his interests and demands
are in the present. He treats with oontempt and fully detests the empty
promises of the union leadership. He demands action and protection
for himself and is not getting any.

Tlw Deoeloping Anti-Labor Drine

With this in mind, the auto workers are approaohing the 1967 con-
tract negotiations for over one million workers. How are these nego-
tiations shaping up? What are the ibosses doingP What is the union
doing? Is the union preparing for the battle, which could well be the
ffercest and most sfubborn in many a year?

Ernployers are preparing and are using every kind of weapon and
force at their disposal. The new contract negotiations are shaping up
as a great battle into which the workers, for the ffist time in years, are
going unprepared and without friends in Congress or the White House.

The Detroit Free Press reported recently in an article by William
l. Eatonr that the ]ohnson Administration is trying to escape from la-
bor's bear hug and to adopt a more neutral stance in the labor-manage-
ment conflict. I,n this connection, "neutral" means 'hostile."

American organized labor received its ffrst taste of defeat and its
ffrst inHing of things to come when the infamous Section L4b of the
Taft Hartley Act was not eradicated from the books during the last
session of Congress. Eaton reports that in the highest eohelons of the

Johnson AdministraUon, there is remarkable coolness towards labor
unions. It is felt that close ties with labor create more trouble than
they are worth. The refusal of the airlines mechanics to aocept a
recommended settlement by Johnson turned him against labor. It also
produced a peculiar phenomenon: A few years back it was said that
the Congress must preserve the rights of the workers, and must guard
the democracy in the unions, and under this guise the Landrum-Griffin
Law was enacted. But now, when the workers rnore and more fre-
quently reject the negotiated agreements, it is being said that they
have too rnuch democracy, that the rank and ffle is being very anarchis-
tic, and that Congress must establish the principle of "negotiating in
good faith." A law is now being prepared which would make a con-
tract duly negotiated by the union representatives binding on tbe union
mernbership. The ratiffcation vote would be eliminated and the right
to reject unsatisfaetory contracts woutrd be torn out of the workers'
hands. Secretary of Labor W. W. Wirtz has attacked the rank and ffle
for contract rejections and demands eompulsory arbitration.

'Ilhus we witness the oldest form of antiJabor drive in America
going into full swing. Congress is preparing over 40 new laws to ffght
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Iabor. Most of those laws are geing readied under the guise of the
"anti-strikd' legislation.

In addition, the following things are taking place on the labor front:
1) The NLRB, old and not as strongly pro-business as it once was,

is to be scuttled if Senator Grifin of Michigan has his way. Griffin
proposes to replace NLRB with a tribunal-type committee of lawyers.

2) The exclusion of Congressman Adam Clayton Powell must be
reganded as a strictly anti-labor move and a deftnite preparation for
a coming anti-labor drive. Powell was always friendly toward unims,
if contemptuous toward some uuion leaders. The lnwerful committeo
over which he presided could and did block many an anti-labor bill.
It is shameful that so few labor leaders rose to his defense.

8) The 'tight-to-work' gang of ultra-Rightists is preparing a new
round of anti-worker and anti-trnion laws in 80 states.

4) President ]ohnson has set up a "study committee" on curbing all
strikes in transport. This will be used in case of a Teamster strike,
but it can also be used in the auto indusury under the slogan of not
sabotaging the war in Vietnam because our boys are sacriffcing and
so must we.

5) T[re stoc\>ile of unsold cars is the highest ever. New cars in
dealers'hands add up to the very hefty sum of some 1.8 million units.
This does not include 800,000 used cars, which bring the total to well
over 2 million unsold automobiles. This is an enormous club which
industry will use against the workers in the negotia,tions.

6) The auto oompanies are preparing an additional club by threaten-
ing to shut down their plants inr the summer of lg67 because of so-
called unfair safety proposals of the government. This is a thinly-
disguised tactic of locking out the workers during the initial stage of
the negotiations, softening the union before the strikes begin.

7) The unfriendliness of the Johnson Administration is underscored
by the fact that in his State of the Union Message ]ohnson talked
about labor problems in one sentence but dwelledl for quite a spell
on the problem of "crime." Johnson's "crime report' is aimed direetly
against all minority groups-Negroes, Puerto Ricans, Mexicans, and
the foreign born. According to the latest Kiplinger report it is also
to be directed against some unions.

8) One of the most dangerous clubs the auto industry is preparing
to use against tfre workers is the ISST (Intemational Society of Shlled
Trades). This is an organization of reactionaries and Rightists which
feeds on ttrre dissatisfaction and militancy of the skilled workers and
tries to divert thern to ffght against the union and not against the
company. The skilled trades are demanding more money from the
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companies. ISST tries to use this to nutlify the traditional workers'
solidarity, !o destroy and disrupt the union.

The Contract Demnnds

In view of all these factors, it is very dishrrbing to report that as
yet the union is not preparing for the batde.

The lack of preparation and mobilization of the mernbership is
scandalous. Walter P. Reuther has refused thus far to face this growing
offensive of the ruling class against the UAW.

Complacency and status-quoism abound amorlg the top and second-
ary Ieadership of the UAW. Cries by Rerrther of the need for a retlirn
to the spirit of '37 are just talk, because they are not backed rrp by
moves to get the grass roots support of the menibership tluough meet-
ings, rallies, and talks on all levels.

Recently, the UAW Executive Board attacked the AFL-CIO as un-
clemocratic and conservative, and set forth a program aimed at getting
labor "off dead-center." While greeting the warranted criticisms of
AFL-CIO policies in many areas, particularly that of foreign policy,
many auto workers note that within the auto industry itseLf, Reuther
continues to put forth the same tired old proposals for "profft-sharing"
and other such gimmicks which have been decisively rejectecl by the
auto workers time and again.

What Eue some of the contract demands?
Wage increases will the main demand of 1967, with the fabulous

proffts of ttre industry proving that it is more than able to give raises
of as much as 25 per cent for all workers. The rising cost of living,
steadily increasing taxes, and the growing realization that they are
getting a decreasing share of the economic wealth, are the main sour-
ces of pressure for a large wage increase this year.

In the last contract, the maior emphasis was on pensions, and con-
siderable gains were won. Because of this, a mass exodus of older
workers took place in the industry. The retirement of these older
workers at a time of expanding production in the industry has resulted
in a much )rounger labor force. These young people do not worry about
the pensions due in 80 years. They have homes to buy and maintain,
autos and furniture to pay for, families to raise, etc. This takes money
and a young worker wants money, not talk. Hoffa was right when he
said that this wfll be an ugly year, and heaven help the labor leader
who won't listen to the young workers' demands.

T[re shorter work week with no cut in take-home pay must be
pressed as one of the key demands to deal with increasing automa-
tion and nc, and the growing layofis in the industry. That conditions
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for making big gains in cutting the work week exist is indicated by
the recent significant victory of the 8,500 New York tugboat workers
of the National Maritime Union, who won a 3O-hour week at 40 hours'
pay after a seventy-day strike. Their victory added 800 new jobs for
the harbor men. In the auto industry ttris would mean hundreds of
thousands of new jobs.

Elimination of compulsory overtime is another very vital point. This
should be made a part of the health and safety package and, therdore,
a strikeable issue.

A very important point is a demand for one-year contracts, which
would allow workers to improve contracts more rapidly. In the present
situation, three years is a very long time, and the oompanies are ablo
to create all kinds of diversions to avoid the workers' demands.

Another point whioh both the union and our organization must eon-
centrate on is the elimination of the sompany security clause, wtrrich
allows the company to discriminate against militant leaders and puts
the burden of living up to the contract on the workers. The company
security clause is tantamount to insuring the cooperation of the union
on all anti-worker repressions and regulations in the plant.

Equally important is securing in the new contract a veto power of
an equal voice in the establishment of production standards. Without
such a voice the ffght against speedup is meaningless.

Tasks of the Laft Ca,u,cuses ond the Party

What is the role of our organization during the coming months?
During the negotiations and probable strikeP

Our role as the conscience of the working class and avant garde
among our fellow union members must be undersoored and proven in
every form and in everyday practice.

During the negotiations we must in{orm the workers what the real
issues are. We need to emphasize and work constantly for the unity of
the workers against all disruption and diversion by the auto barons.

Speedup is rampant in the plants. Working conditions are dete-
riorating. The worker is penahzed for getting a drink of water, speak-
ing to his fellow worker, reporting sick. The old saying that in the
auto plants it's not the worker who runs the rnachine, but the machine
that runs the worker, is certainly true. Unsafe and outright dangerous
conditions prevail and the ,companies preaching safety are blind to
it as far as production is concerned. In one of the Ford Motor Co.
plants in Dearborn during the last year, 550 serious injuries oecurred
(not counting the numerous eye iniuries). of these, 404 were iniuries
to hands and arms of workers, including nine cases resulting in ampu-
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tations of hamds. This gives some idea of the ertent of qpeedup and
the hedth and safety problems it creates. Communists must lead the
battle for the improvement of working conditions in the shops, for the
elimination of speedup and dangerous working hazards. Walter
Reuther onee offered the slogan of "humanizing the plants." We should
take him up on that, and demand that the shops be humanized.

Another demand which we should be pushing for is a return to
the steward systern. The reduction in union representation in the
previous contracts has made it difficult even to file a grievance and
aLnost impossible to win one. Loss of contact with their union leaves
the workers at the mercy of the oompany, makes it easy for the bosses
to spread anti-union and anti-worker propaganda.

Our slogan must be: Unite All Workerc to Figfit the Com,panies.
Fighting the battle of factionalism, participating iu the small wars so
prevalent among the secondary union leadership must be avoided.
We are not fighting a war of personalities but a battle for issues and a
program for all workers. This is the ffght to be fought and won.

The role of the progressive caucuses is a very important one and we
must do everything we can to hetp to strengthen and to build them.

The building of Left-wing caucuses must be the ffrst step in Urying
to organize the workers for the coming hattle with the corporations,
to unite them for the battle which will be both fferce and long. A
caucus must not be #raid to rtrn full slates of candidates for union
offices, and sincerely and diligently try to win as many offices as pos-
sible. The Left-wing caucus has an important role to play as a force
for uniting all militant workers, as the voice of conscience and in-
dependence. As such a force it must not deprive itself of a clear voice
on all union levels. The best way to be heard is to have your members
elected to some position of prestige and power.

The importance of our Party in this situation is immense. The work
ors must have the beneftt of our organization, Inowledge, and long-
range foresightedness, of our organizatiort's experience and fearlesi-
ness. By winning friends, by making new contactg we must make
our newspaper available to the membership. We must make full use
of The Workq both before and during negotiations, both through its
widest distribution and by ffnding a network of worker correspon-
dents who would inform the readers of what is going on in the factories
and have their say about the conditions and the union. Nothing in-
fluences people on the production Iine more than a few words by
some oorres[rondent from their own ranks, describing their life and
their struggle.

TlpWoicq must not, however, be just an organ of infonnation and
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dissernination of lnowledge, but also a tool for organizational work.
The Party, to be effective and strong, must have its own apparatus and
its own organization ou both shop and ird*try levels. The onus oI
something abnormal, pirured on the Party by the class enemy, has
worn itselt very thin and we do not have to be afraid to speak out. We
can have our say loudly and clearly. We must not only spealc out
as the members of some Left-wing caucus but also as the individual
Party members we are, and we must try hard to organize those who
are with us, who share a sincere fear of war and a sincero spirit of
fighting against the eorporation, not against their fellow workers. Com-
munists in the auto industry rnust also particrpate in COPE and other
political action organizations. This is a must for them.

There are many issues on which the progressives ean unify witb
the mainstream of the workers. Abhorrence of war, a desire to live in
peace, revulsion against young rnen going into the war, are among
the most corrmon grounds on which we can work with others. The
preparations for the coming battle for higher \r/ages, better working
conditions, against speed-up and fflth in the shops are orther grounds.

There is also the ffght for the Negro people's right to equal oppor-
tunity. Just the other day Ford Motor Company brought 112 tool
and die makers from Europe, mostly from West Germany, England and
Sweden. We can justly ask: do we not possess 112 qualiffed Negro
workers in Detroit who could be upgraded to such a position?

The problem of taxation, whiclr slowly eats away every gaio that tho
workers make is another example of the issues to be tackled.

Problems of the young people are another area: their money prob-
Iems, their lack of seniority protection, their mortgage worries aro
just a few examples of the problems we could discuss. We must ffnd
new and common language with the young.

In connection with discrimination against Negro youth, a special
effort must be made to put an efiective apprenticeship program into
life. As of now there are not nearly enough Negro apprentices in the
training programs in the factories of the Big Three. To correct this
discriminatory practice a crash program must be started and started
at once. Most Nogro youth are rejected from the existing program be
cause they are not prepared to take the strict enbance examinations.
Pre-apprenticeship programs must be set up by the companies and the
union and administered by the Joint Apprenticeship Comrnittee to
deal with this problem.

The union must go to work among the young people in a really
big way by instihrting a broad recreational program and establishing
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cultural centers in all major locals and centers to improve the general
level of education of young workers.

A Bi,tter Struggle Ahead,

The shuggle of the auto workers against the auto monopolists and
their friends in Washington promises to be a bitter and complicated
one. It will be the kind of struggle in which the auto workers can
expect to conf,ront the vast resources of Wall Stree! employinrg every
dirty trick in the boolg every legal, political and economic m,aneuver
to thwart their demands for a deeent living standard and better work-
ing conditions.

As they take steps to prepare for this approaching battle, auto
workers would do well to note the parting remarks of Teamsters
Union President ]immy Hoffa on the day of his imprisonrnent. Ad-
d,ressing himself to the 1,800,000 members of his union, Hofia said:
'lonly you who work for a living with your hands and by the sweat
of your brow to bring in a paycheck lorow u,hat it is to earn a living.
None of the courts, none of the legislators understand your. problems."

A major task for the auto workers in preparing for their own battle
will be to mobilize the active support of all those "who work witilr their
hands," because their ffght will be followed closely and will deeply
affect all who "work for a livingi' or who feel the heel of the mono-
polists on their necks.

This battle of the auto workers is the ftght of all who are exploited
by monopol/, and in this respect auto workers will have to go a step
beyond_Iloffa's words and undertake to rally the support and backing
of small businessmen, the Negro peoptre, farmers, professionals and
all others who have a stake in opposing monopoly.

With this kind of all-out approach, with conffdence in their own
strength and that of their elass, the auto workers can win signiffcant
gains in the 1967 negotiations that will act as a spur for all.

ABNOI.D IOHNSON

End the Mc[arran Era!

Two recent rulings in the Federal Courts go a long way toward wip
ing out the evil vestiges of McCarthyism which plagued our country
for nearly two decades. These rulings also signify a major turning
point in the l7-year-long battle against the pernicious consequences of
the McCarran Act.

On January 2,8, L967, the U.S. Supreme Court, by a 5'4 decision,

declared a series of New York '1oyalty" laws unconstitutional, includ-
ing the infamous Feinberg Law of 1949 which had deprived hundreds

of teachers of the right to employment in the state's educational sys'
tem. On March 3, 1967, &e U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the Dis-
trict of Colombia, in a unanimous decision, reversed the conviction of
the Communist Party for its refusal to register under the odious provi-
sions of the McCarran Act and set aside the ffne of $280,000 imposed

by the lower court on November 19, 1965.

Thus, the long and arduous struggle to reestablish full citizen-
ship rights of the Communist Party-rights which were sharply cur-
tailed by numerous thought-control laws and persecutions since the end

of World War II is now ffnally achieving important breakthroughs.
The test case before the Supreme Court was the challenge of the

Feinberg Law by five University of Bufialo instructors and professors.

They refused to sign the loyalty oath certiftcates in l-962, and deter-
mined to wage a ftght to nullify this requirement as a condition for
employment in the state's public schools and universities.

The Feinberg Law was enacted in March 1949 to implement and
enforce two earlier statutes, which had been lying dormant for many
years and were now revived as instruments of the cold war to curb
academic freedom. The ffrst was a law of 1917 under which "the utter-
ance of any treasonable or sefitious word. or words or the doing of
any treasonable or seditious act" was ground for dismissal from the
public school system. The second was a 1989 law whioh "disqualiffes

from the Civfl Service and from employment in the educational system

any person who advocates the overthrow of government by force,
violence, or any unlaw{ul means, or publishes material advocating such

overthrow, or organizes, or ioins any society or group of persons ad-

vocating such doctrine."
The revival of these old laws and the application of the Feinberg

Law unleashed a virtual reign of terror in New Yori<"s public schools.
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Surveillance, harassments and informer-irxpired inquisitions became
th9 order of the day, resulting in the discharge of teachers who wero
alleged to be members of a "subversive" organization, so designated
by the wave of McCarthyism sweeping the land.

In the midst of this Big-Lie hysteria the Supreme Court, on March
8, 195a 

"ph"ld 
the constitutionality of the Feinberg Law and a pall

of conformity permeated the academic community. A. the New fork
Timzs notes, in a recent editorial_(January 28,lg6z) hairing the scrap-
pi"g oj the loyatty laws by the Supreme Court, ... . . the Impact was
more far reaching than speciffc punishment meted out . . . ihe real
and lasting damage lay T the atmosphere of implied guilq the man-
dated spying, the-sbaitjacket of unifoimity that continuid to a greater
or lesser degr-ee {oyg!9ut the period." The battle to wipe ooi th"r"
laws was unabated, ff""Ily involving large numbers of str-fuents in the
struggle for academic freedom. The campaign .,to ban the ban, on
communist speaters which the students waged successfully in New
xo$ city in 1962 soon extended to other areaJin the state and country-

The supre_me cour! in now declaring New york's loyarty laws un-
constitutional, revokes its own 1952 action and strongly reasrms the
inviolability- of the First Amendment. ]ustice wili;; J. Brennan,
delivering the maiority opinion, declaresi "our nation is jeeply com-
mitted to safeguarding academic freedom which is of tra;c;dent
value to all of us and not merely to the teacher ooncerned. That free-
dom is therefore a special concern of the First Amendmen! which does
rrot tolerate laws that cast a pall of orthodoxy over the classroorn"',
The opinion condemns the N_ew York "provisions requiring an annual
rgvjew of gver-y teacher to determine whether any-utterlnce or act
of his, inside the classroom or ou! came within the sancuons of the
laws."

_]ustice Brennan centers considerable attention on the ..vagueness,,

of the New York laws which use "treasonable" and "seditio"us,, and
"words and acts" interchangeably. In the course of &e opinion, he
asks: "Does the teacher who carries a copy of the 'commrinist Man-
ifestd on a public street thereby advocafe criminal anarchy?,, And
fre goes on to sar "The crucial consideration is that no teacher can
Iarow iust where the line is drawn between 'seditious' and ,non-sedi-

tious'utterances and acts." Drawing upon the lessons from the sedi-
tion Act of 1798, he shows that these "taught us that dangers fatal
to the First Amendment freedoms inhere in tte word sedido,s.'-
_ 

In- stressing the "vagueness" oj the loyalty laws in New york state,
the supreme court is now, in efiect, saying-that if the Adler case had
raised the argument of "vagueness" in m5e, it would have been im-
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plled to declare the Feinberg L"y unconstitutional at that time.

this, in my opinion, is an attJmpt by t" Sugreae lourt to ffnd e

loopilole for its ori$nal action i" "Phrlg,g 
the Fe{be1q law anil

Ueiming thereby, i,itti"gty or not, a c,ollaborator in the MeCarthyite

,opprurrim of academic freedom in violation of the First Amendment'

It ilpears, ftrowever, t]rat the Court now condemns the McCarthy era.

fr.io"i"g to those sections of the Feinberg f-aw "ryhich makes Com-

munist m"embership as such yifim facie eidence of &squalificationi

Justice Brennan notes that this provision was included in the law when

itre Board of Regents in 1958 "listed the Communist Party of the

United States anJ the Communist Party of the State of New York as

'subversive' organizations." In sharp contrast to the 1952 ruling_in the

Adler case, thJSupreme Court changes its position,and now holils that
"a public employ6e cannot be ffred for memb-ership- in * -dgrydX
subiersive group without proof that he intended to advance the illegal

aims of the orfianization." As the swnmary news story in the Near

York Times points out, since the Feinberg Law "condemns mere rnem-

bership in ihe Communist Party, it is therefore void, he (Brennan)

said." 
-Thus 

"mere membership" in the Communist Party can no longer

be grounds for denial of employment.
T-iris nrting of the Court-applies not only to teachers brrt to civil

service employees who, since the Korean War, have also been com-

pelled to answer the question "Are you or have you ever been" a mem-

ber of what is labeled a "subversive" organization.
The Supreme Court now also condemns the uso of "lists of subver'

sive orgaiizations" under the Feinberg Law procedures.,E pd"lg
this rutring, the Supreme Court is virtually telling the world tlrat the
lists used by the House Un-American Activities Committee, the De-

partment of Justice, the Senate Subcomrnittee on Internal Soorrity,
ihe Department of State, the Subversive Activities Control Board, and

all similar lists used by municipal, state and federal bodies, are unern'
stitutional. It thus admits that a gross hoax has been perpetrated upon
the American people by these devices-a hoax begun during the perlod
of World War I with the passage of the f917 criminal anarohy law.

This decision invalidating the Feinberg and similar loyalty laws

transcends the boundaries of New York State. It places all federal
and state loyalty oaths in question and opens wide the door for thoir
nulliff cation everywhere.

oco

Just as the Supreme Court decision on the loyalty laws restores

the First Amendment to its rightful Place fo the academic world as
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well as other areas of pubkc life, so the u.s. court of Appeals decision
on the registration provisions of the Mccarran Act uplioilds the privi-
lege against self-incrimination in the Fifth Amendmeit as a necessary
protection against attacks on the freedom of thought and opinion.

_ Holding that the Justice Department's case aga-inst the bommunist

l*,y rj "hoplessly ar odds with the protectionslfiorded by the Fifth
Amendment," Judge gTl y"g"wan, speaking for the lhree_jud,ge

9o* of 
.Ap-peals (including Judges E. Barrett Frettyrnan and Joirn L.

Danaher), declares: "Because we have concruded ihat the results of
the statutory scheme for the control of appeflant, when viewed as a
whole in relation to these gar_ticular p,niihments, are hopelessly at
odds with the protections afforded by the Fifth Amendmeni, and that
scheme if here applied would particularly run counter to the Fifth
Amendment ban on compelled incrimination> we reverse the convic-
tions."

^In 
making this judgment, the court speciftcaly directs its criticism

of congress when it says that-"the purposes of congress in respect
of the communist Party .-. . h3ve sougtrt in efiect io compel 6oth
disclosure by the Party and, at the sa*e time, the incriminatiin of its
members. The congressional enactments applicable to the commu-
hist Party have, severally but simultaneousry, e*posed it in substance
to outlawry as to an obligation to disclose its records and af-
fairs." For, as it shows, the Communist party would have to *supply,
in addition to its name and address, the names and address", 6f ii,
officers and members (including those .who have been such during
the preceding LZ months); a statement of the functions and dutiel
of the former; the aliases, if ann of such individuals; all money re-
ceived and expended, including sources and objects; and a list of all
pflting 

_presses 
or machines owned, controlled, or possessed by *y

of them."

^ 
As if to emphasize the inapplicability of the provisions of the Mc-

carran Act, the court refers to the 'various cLailenges" made over
the years which the Supreme court denied in lg6r in-its 5-4 docision
upholding the order for the Communist party to register. It points out
that in that decision the supreme court did not 

"'ct 
,rporr^tt e Fifth

Amendment on the grounds that this "could await the iime, when, if
ever, 'enforcement proceedings for failure to register are instifuted
against trg t"rJy or against the officers."' lihe supreme court at that
time avoided the constitutional issue involved in the enforcement of
the Mccarran Act, on- th9 false argument that no one had yet been
hurt. Now the Appeals court points out that four of the 's,rpreme

court ]ustices, in varying ways, wanted to act on the question of tt*
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Fifth Amendment at that ,time. Of oourse, the Appeals Court could
have added that in its own 1954 decision upholding the order to regis-
ter, it was equally remiss in failing to deal with the Fifth Amendment
Had it done so, the country would have been spared the whole gamut
of McCarran Act persecutions that were launched since then.

In the decision, as well as in a number of footnotes, the Appeals
Court refers to various aspects of the McCarran Act and what has hap-
pened to them since the Supreme Court decision of 1961. It makes
reference to the Supreme Court decision (June 1964) invalidating the
section of the MoCarran Act which makes it unlawful for a Commu-
nist to apply for a passport to travel abroad.

It malces reference to the Supreme Court action in the cases of the
American Committee for Protection of the Foreign Born and of the
Abraham Lincoln Brigade in sending the eases back to the Subversive
Activities Contuol Board because of the 'ttale evidence," and order-
ing new hearings to consider more recenit statements and activities.
The net result here was that new hearings never took place and the
Deparhnent of Justice ff,nally dropped these two cases.

The Appeals Court makes a strong point, too, of the Supreme Court
ruling on Novernber 19, 1965, in the membership registration test case:

In that case, the Court made short shrift of our emulation of its
restraint in dealing with the self-incrimination claim in the earlier
Communist Party case; and without awaiting a tender of the issue
in criminal enforcement proceedings, invalidated under the Fifth
Amendment a Board order, requiring, in default of registration by
the P_arty and as_ commanded by the Act, registration by persons
found to be members of the Party.

And, it adds signiffcantly, that "both the mode and the manner
of the Court's decisive intervention to vindicate the privilege in that
case suggest that it is in order for us to come to grips with the issue
deferred by it in the Commu,nist Party case."

The opinion also refers to the Archie Brown case in which the
Supreme Court "struck down, as a bill of attainder, Section 504 of the
Labor-Management and Disclosure Act of 1g5g [Landrum-Grifin
Act], which made it a crime for a member of the Communist Party
to serve as an officer or employee of a labor union."

The footnote then adds that "the government has recently told the
court that it need not even address itself to the legality of the provi-
sion in the so-called medicare statute which denies benefits to fidivi-
duals who are members of organizations required, to register under
the Subversive Activities Control Act. This provision was, on Novem-
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fu L4,1966, held unconstituUonal by a tiluee-judge District Cout in
the Central Diskist of California."

As if to assert the unconstitutionality of the McCaran Act as a
whole, the Appeals Court in its opinion discusses the legislative history
which ffnally resulted in the enactrnent of the McCarran Act. Thus it
qpeala of the original bill'which was introduced in the B0th Congress
and known as the Mundt-Nixon bill." It makes reference to a letter by
Justice Tom Clarl who was then the Attorney General, in which he
held that "the measure might be held to deny freedom of speech, of
the press, and of assembly, and even to compel self-incrimination."
It refers to "the testimony of noted lawyers, such as Charles Evans
Hughes, fr., and of John W. Davis who have doubts as to its constitu-
tionality." The arguments of several Senators against the measure is
cited, including that of Senator Herbert Lehman "that to require in
the same bill the re$stration of Communists and their jailing for being
Communists was 'a parody on legislation."' And then attention is
called to the veto by President Truman.

It is important to take note of the fact that in one of the footnotes
the Court goes out of its way to maintain that in the Supreme Court
decision of 1961, "The majority did not intimate that appellant was
not a political association within the general purview of the Fifth
Amendment." Referring to "the Congressional language" of "a world-
wide Communist organization . . . oontrolled, directed, and subject
to the discipline of the Communist dictatorship of a foreign country,-
it makes the comment that "these words today may have an ironic
ring in the ears of the foreign power in question."

Implicitly, if not as yet explicidy, there is a running challenge in
the Appeals Court decision to the Hitlerite caricature of the Commu-
nist Party contained in the p,reamble to the McCarran Act. It, in fact,
i,nfers that registration as a "Communist Action Organization" is to
plead guilty to the built-in verdict of the McCarran Act that the Com-
rnunist Party is an organization "substantially directed, dominated, or
controlled by the foreign governme,nt or foreign organization con-
trolling the world Communist movement" and 'bperates primarily to
advance the objectives of suoh a world Communist movement."

To the ordinary la;rman the profound signiftcance of the Appeals
Court ruling may not readily be apparent because it is couched in
the language of iurisprudence. However, at one point, the Court seems
to speak in the name of the layman to reassert the rights contained
in the First and Fifth Amendments, safng:

To the lay observer equipped with only a sure sense of logic and
unconfused by the legal lovo of the assertedly personal nature of
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the privilegg this all might suggest that the Act, like King Canute,
yairly comrnands the impossible; and that the legislative scheme
has a flavor of irrationality in a due process sense. But this condi-
tion of ineffectiveness to encompass the criminal punishment of
appellant for something it lac}s the means to accomplish derives
iu the last analysis frorn the Fifth Amendment privilege against self-
incrimination. The remlt is surely the same whether it be stated
in terms of the availability of the privilege to appellant because
of its distinctive nature, or whether it be said that it is a violation
of the privilege concededly available to the individuals associated
with appellant to condition its exercise upon the sacriffce of their
First Amendment rights to associate together as a political party.
In either formulation, it is the First Amendment which provides the
distinetive background against which the reach of the Fifth must
be deftned; and in either formulation, the Constitution, on the facts
of this record, stands between the appellant and the criminal ptmish-
ment sought to be laid upon it.

In its totality the decision of the Appeals Court is nothing less than
a condemnation of the McCarran Ast. It reveals that the real criminal-
ity lies in the act itself and that the perpetrators of the crime are in
the halls of Congress-the men who enacted this Hitlerite monstrosity.

Above all, the decision is a vindication of the steps taken by the
Communist Party to challenge the U.S. Supreme Court ruling of

]une 5, 1961, upholding the registration provisions of the McCarran
Act. The refusal of the leadership and membership to register-in face
of the severe penalties this entailed*dramatically exposed the reac-
tionary essence of the act and its threat to the democratic liberties
of all Americans. For the Constitution and the Bill of Rights cannot
be abrogated for one section of the people and preserved for all others.

While the main burden of the struggle against the McCarran Act
was carried by the Communist P*ty, many other voices were raised
in the battle against it. Hundreds of thousands of men and wome,n-
in all walks of life-repeatedly bombarded Congress and the White
House to halt the MoCarran Act prosecutions; civil liberties commit-
tees in dozens of cities made the fight against the McCarran Act a focal
pornt of their activities; some trade unions renewed and reaffirmed
their opposition; church leaders and student groups found, numerous
ways in which to show their opposition. The open letter to Congress
and the President signed by prominent citizens, calling for repeal of
the McCarran Act (published as an advertisement in the Washi,ngton
Post), was one of the many expressions of the rising understanding
that the McCarran Act violated the democratie liberties guaranteed
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in the Bill of Rights.
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speeial note must be taken of the persistent and continuous battre
waged in lhe courts by the legal team-Vito Marcantonio (in the early
years) and that of Jory Abt and foseph Forer from the very ffrst days
up to the present-to defeat this judicial anti-Communism.

At this writing it is not yet known whether the Justice Department
intends to ask the supreme court to review the decision of thJAppeals
court. But as of now this decision precludes any indichnent of oE"ers
or member of the communist Party for failure to register. But the bat-
tle against the Mccarran Act is far from over-certainly not as rong
as it remains on the statute books.

At this moment special attention should be given to the Robel
case-now before the Supreme Court-whictr involves the right of
communists to work in factories designated as defense facilities. The
ooncentration camp provision remains, and needs to be challenged.
since the Appeals, court has ruled that the registration provisions
cannot be onforced, every efiort should be made to halt the SACB
from holding any further hearings by enjoining it from going through
uiith headngs on the Du Bois clubs. Above all, this ii ttre time to
mount a repe4 campaign*of the Mccarran Act and the state and city
laws of a similar fire.

The ftght to establish the ffrst-class citizenship rights of the Com-
munist Party and its members now needs to be unfolded in many
directions. In addition to a drive to remove remaining Iaws whicir
disqualify members of the communist party for pubHJ emprolanent,
a campaign should be initiated to restore the jobJ of all teacheis and
civil service employes ffred or blacklisted during the anti-communist
hysteria. This is also the time fo.communists to appry as teachers
as a means of testing the new legal decisions.

Suits should be inaugurated challenging laws which deny Commu-
nists the right to run as candidates or hold public office, while at the
same time enlisting broad support to change the laws which make it
almost impossible for a minonty p*y to get on the ballot.
_ 
It is high time, too, for a massive struggle against the orders for

deportatiorr of hundreds who were or alleged to be communists. And,
of no small importance in face of the new problems confronting labor,
is the need to convince the trade unions to eliminate the anti-c"ommu-
nist provisiols in their own constitutions which have sapped the
strength and democratic spirit of the organizations.

It-is-this continuing battle which will bury the Mccarran Act and
mark the end of the McCarran era.

PAI'L BOCCARA

Introduction tn the 0uestinn

0f State Monopnly [apitalism.

In presenting a deffnition of state monopoly capitalism, I have no
intention of concluding the discussion at the very beginning of the
conference. I wish only to propose an approximate delimitation of the
question. More precisely, I should like to introduce a prellminary dis-
cussi,on on the dimensi,ons of the question of state monopoly capitalism
and on the princi,ples of its analysis.

The question of state monopoly capitalism can be posed in relation
to the history of capitalism, in relation to the evolution of Marxist
doctrine, and from the point of view of present-day s'tudies.

I. STATE MONOPOLY CAPITALISM, A PHASE OF
CAPITALIST DEVELOPMENT

1. The Stage of Capfialist Deoelopment and State Monopoly
Capi,talism

Marxist theory distinguishes three basic stages in the development
of capitalism: 1) the primitive stage or that of manufacture; 2) the
classical stage-that of the factory, or of full competition; 8) the im-
perialist or monopolist stage in general.

The development within a given stage prepares the succeeding-stage,
with profound transformations of the capitalist economic strucfure.
We may note, for example, that in the stage of manufacture we pass,
within the framework of a national economy, from the dominance of
non-capitalist relatio rs to that of capitalist relations over the whole of
the economy. Similarly, the stage of factory production witnesses a
growing concentration and centralization of capital: we go from the
multiplication of capitalists to a tendency toward "decapitalization,"
to use Marx's phrase.

*This is the first part of the ntroiluctory lecture delivered to the fnfur-
national Conference on State Mono,poly Capitalism, May 26-29, 1966, at the
Maurice Thorez Sehool in Choisy-le-Roi. A,t the invitation of the Communist
Party of France, represenrbatives of 20 countries p,articipated. The secomd
section of this leeture wiU be puhlished next month.
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Likewise, the imperialist stage is characterized by transformations
which lead from free competition to simple monopoly, and from simple
monopoly to state monopoly capitalism. At a,certain level of develop-
men! it seems, a tuly new phase can, be distinguished within the im-
perialist stage: &e phase of state monopoly capitalism. The chronol-
o$cal limits, of eourse, are highly relative and conventional.

2. The Chronology of State Monopoly Capi,talism

State monopoly capitalism, heralded by signiffcant changes occur-
ring from the full unfolding of the imperialist stage at the end of the
19th century, ffrst appears as placing its imprint on the whole of the
national economy during the war of 1914-1918, in the belligerant
capitalist countries.

After a period of relative or noticeable regression, it experiences a
considerable advance during the "geat depression' of the 19.30's. In
that period the Nazi economy of Hitler Germany and tlle U.S. economy
inaugurated by Roosevelt:s New Deal constitute two particularly
striking examples of the development of state monopoly capitahsm.
They are the results of two efforts ( one frorn the Right, the other
from the Left) to save capritalism in crisis, its growth blocked at a
time when socialist planning is reporting its. ffrst successes.

Following its extensive development during World War If, state
monopoly capitalism blossoms out in all the advanced capitalist coun-
tries in the postwar period.

In these years it seeks, in the context of a sharpened class struggle,
to permit the continued development of the productive forces and
the material growth of the economy despite the mortal challenge to
the capitalist mode of production by the contemporary socialization
of the produetive forces, by the progress of the working-class and re-
volutionary struggles, including the mational liberation movements,

and by the accelerated, crisis-free growth of socialism. In doing so, it
deepens the contradistions of capitalism and pushes them toward
their limits.

After World War II the working-class and democratic movement
bases itself upon the objective processes which give rise to state mon-
opoly capitalism to ffght for the realization of the most democratic
and most advanced social changes in its struggle against the monopolist
oligarchy. But the oligarchy seeks (and with some success in the pre-
sent period) to circumscribe the movement, to strip the new public
forrns of their democratic aspect and their anti-monopolist thrust, in
order to utilize them to strengthen capitalism and monopoly dornina-
tion. It strives to "reprivatiz{ lhe economy in whatever degree pos-
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sible. In reality it develops still more state intervention, but in the most
indirect and least openly public forms.

It. MARXIST.LENINIST DEFINITION OF STATE MONOPOLY
CAPITALISM

1, From Engels to Lenin

As early as the 1880's, Engels, in Anti-Duhring (Part III, Chapter
2) underlined the necessary socialization of the means of production,
first of all within a capitalist form. He distinguished capitalist sociali-
zatton efiected by rnonopolist trusts from that effected by the capitalist
state.

A propos of the means of produotion, he explains that the "stronger

and stronger command ttrat their social character be recognized, foroes

the capitalist class itself to treat them more and more as social pro'
ductive forces, so far as this is possible under capitalist con&tions."

He shows that "the form of socialization' by means of the "joint-
stock company" beoomes insufficient at a certain degree of develop-
ment. It now passes on to the "tusg" he says, and then ftorn the trust
to "state property." He states speciffcallyr "In the tmsts, freedom of
competition changes into its very opposite-into monopoly. . . . In
any case, with trusts or without, the official representative of capitalist
society-the state-will ultimately have to undertake the direction
of productionr This necessig of conversion into state properly is felt
ffrst in the geat institutions for intercourse and communication. . . ."
He addsr "For only when . . . the taking them over by the state has

become economi,cally inevitable, only then-even if it is tilre state ofi

today that efiects this-is there an econornic advance, the attainment
of another step preliminary to the taking over of all productive forces
by society itself." And more: "The workers remain wage workers-
proletarians. The capitalist relation is not done away with. It is rather
brought to a head. Bu! brought to a head, it topples over. State owner-
ship of the productive forces is not the solution of the confict, but
concealed within it are the technical conditions that form the elements

of that solution." Finally: 'The capitalist mode of production . . .

shows itself the way . . . The proletarid seizes politinal pouer and
turms the rneans of proiluction into state property," (Sociali.stn, Utopfun
and Scientific, International Publishers, New York, 1985, pp. 65-69. ) 

o

G;" English version of these quotations has been taken from Soeiat-
i,sm, Utopi,an and Scienbi,fic rather than from Anni-Dulr,ring since those
given by Boccara oonform mos,t olosely to its text. The reference to truets,
for example, is absent in the English edition'of AntilDatwing.-Editor
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The term state monopoly capitalism was used by Lenin in 1917. A
year after he had written his celebrated book Imperialism, the Highest
Stage of Capitalism, and a few months after its publication. Lenin,
far from repeating in his analysis of the new stage which appeared
about 1880, develops it in the light of the changes of capitalism drrirg
the World War. He does this in order to guide the struggles of the
Soviet Revolution through lnowledge of the objective economic move-
ment of society.

- ]t ,j n The lmpend.ing Catastrophe and, Hut to Combat Id pub-
lished in october 1917, that one ffnds the Leninist outline on state
monopoly capitalism. There Lenin shows the importance of the recent
ohanges for an understanding of the practical roids of the democratic
revolutionary struggle. He deals particularly with the nationalization
of the banks and big monopolies. He underlines the fact that without
being socialist, these democratic revolutionary measures based on the
objoctive capitalist processes, constitute a step toward socialism, just
as the "democratic revolutionary state" constitutes a great step ior,vard
socialism. Surely, this Leninist analysis cannot be detached ?rom the
concrete conditions prevailing in the tsarist empire of rg17, from the
economic debacle which provoked the imperialist war, and above all
from the peculiarities of the democratic stage of the Russian Revolu-
tion of 1917. But this analysis has also a general importance which
Lenin speciffes in the following terms:

The dialectics of history is precisely such that the war, by extra-
ordinarily expediting the transformation of monopoly capitalism into
state-monopolistic capitalism, has therebq extradrdinariiy advanced
mankind towards socialism . . . not only because the hoirors of the
war give rise to proletarian revolt-no revolt can bring about so-
cialisrn if the economic conditions for it have not rlpened-but
because state-monoplistic capitalism is a complete materihl prepara-
tion for socialism, the prelude to socialism, d rung in the Iaddbr of
history between which and the rung called socialism there are no
intermediate_rung_s, (Selected Works in two volumes, Foreign
Languages Publishing House, Moscow, 1951, Volume II, Part -I,
p.158.)

Thus, state monopoly capitalism is for Ladn a real historic phase
of capitalism. And again in State and Reoolution, written at the end
of 1917, Lenin, without being dogmatically tied to his deffnition of
imperialism published a few months before, characterizes imperialism
a1 the "era of banking capital, the era of gigantic capitalist monopolies,
the era of the transformaton of monopoly capitalism into state mon-
opoly-capitallsm," (Inetrnational Publishers, New York, g82, p. 29.)
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2. From 1917 to Ow Time

Between the two wars, Lenin's statements on state monopoly capital-
ism, far from being developed, tend to be neglected. To be sure, a
certain number of studies refer, mole or less, to the new role of the
state, notably in the 1920's. However, with the development of state
monopoly capitalism during the depression of the 1930's, one of the
best Marxist analyses of the period, The Great Crisis anil lts Political
Consequences, by Eugene Varga, published in 1934, stresses precisely
the striking development of the role of the state.

Varga writes:

. Tle prilcrpal results of the efforts to overcome the crisis artiffcially
(and of all capitalist economic policy during the crisis ) is the intei-
vention of the state in every detail of economic life in favor of the
ruling classes in general, and of monopoly capital and the big
agrarians in particular. Monopoly makes use of its control of the
state machinery to effect a systematic shift of national inoome in its
favor and to rob the state treasury in various ways and under all
sorts of pretexts. "State capitalism" tendencies have grown con-
siderably. A transition from monopoly capitalism to a "state war-
rnonopoly capitalism," as Lenin called capitalism in the period of
the World War, is taking place to a certain extent. (trnternational
Publishers, New York, 1934, pp. 68-69. )

However, this signiffcant text appears in the eonclusion of the chap-
ter entitled "Unsuccessful Endeavors to Overcome the Crisis Artiff-
cially." But if these endeavers are unsuccessful from the the viewpoint
of the general crisis of capitalism as a mode of production, they are
not so from the viewpoint of the special kind of deprression of the
1930's. If Varga sees the bourgeoisie seeking the way out through
war, he does not consider that war can strengthen state monopoly
capitalism and allow the endeavor temporarily to succeed inr over-
coming the crisis. Above all, he does not see the new weapons that
the objective processes leading to state monopoly capitalism ofier
to the struggle of the proletariat, to the democratic revolutionary
movement.

The state's interuention is conceived only from the point of view
of the bourgeoisie, solely as an attempt to overcome the crisis, and not
equally, in a Marxist-Leninist fashion, as an obiective preparation
for socialism upon which 'the struggle of the working class rests.
Even from the viewpoint of the bourgeoisie, the relative effeetiveness
of state intervention is largely underestimated, as is the viability of
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state monopoly capitalism outside of war conditions or war prepara-
tions.

In general, in Marxist literature, there is more and more a tendency
to repeat Lendn's ftrst analysis in his baok Im,periallsrr.. And even
when this Leninist analysis underlines, dialectically, not only the
parasitism and decay of capitalism in its highest stage, but also the
transition which tfris stage represents toward "a superior economic and
social order," there is a tendency to insist in a unilateral fashion on
the negative aspects of imperialist decay. An example of this tendency
to repeat the analysis of lmperblism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism,
to insist only on the negative aspects of the decay, is $ven by Eugene
Varga and I,eo Mendelsohnt New Data for Y. I. Lenirts "lmperialism,
the Highest Stage of Capitali,sm." This study, written around 1987-
lS3B, bases itself on the phenomena of the depression years of the
19S0's, placing emphasis, in reference to the evolution of imperialism
since Lenin, on the decay and parasitism of capitalism. The only aspect
wherein the new role of the state appears, consists of a few data on

the growth of bureaucracy and of armament expenditures. There is
even a tendency toward a conception that the general crims opens up
a catastrophic vision of capitalist evolution instead of seeing in the
center of the general dqi.eis of capitalism the c,hanges in the economic
sEucture that state monopoly capitalism represents.

On the morrow of the Second World War, state monopoly capitalism
became a dazzling reality. The Communist parties in Europe which
ffght for democratic nationalization are daily faced with the problems
of state monopoly eapitalism.

Yet in 1952, Stalin, in his Economi,c Problems of Socialism in the
USS& obstinately keeps silent about it. He only speaks of "modern
capitalism" whioh, he speciffes, is "monopoly eapitalism." Nevertheless,
his so-called "basic law of modern capitalism" is compelled in fact
to consider the phenomena of state monopoly capitalism, although
it turns its back to its most important new characteristics. His concep-
tions of the growth of capitalist production in contemporary condi-
tions and his reiection of the Leninist thesis on the rapid development
of capitalism in the imperialist stage, turn their back to reality. Wtrile
in passing he refers to the evident role of the state in modern capital-
ism, Stalin declares that we must speak of the 'tubordination of the
state apparatus to the monopolies." He rejeets the expression "fusion"
of monopolies with the state apparatus solely on the grounds that it
would be superffcial and descriptive, and would not show the economic
meaning of the rapproaohanent of the state and the monopolies, a
rapprochement that would involve not only fusion.
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Nevertheless, tle Leninist outline of state monopoly capitalism
has never been forgotten. But it was not at all at the center of the
analysis of capitalism. It was mentioned in passing in a narrow fashion
or studied in a marginal fashion. Since 1955 though, many worken
have attempted to develop it. The tendeney has been, and correctly
so, to place the concept of state monolnly capitalism at the center of
the analysis of eontemporary capitalism.

Can we say tbere is now an accepted Marxist theory of state mon-
opoly capitalismP No. To our lnowledge there is not yet a real theory
generally accepted.

If certain formulations are generally acc.epted, they do not constituto
a theory but rather demarcations of the question, ffrst attempts at
generalizing known phenomena which do not rigorously explain their
necessity, which do not supply the necessary laws of their appearance,
their development and their diverse movements. It would be a serious
mistake to misjudge the scope of these formulations, whose great
usefulness is unquestionable but provisional and relative. This useful-
ness should not conceal the urgent need to elaborate a scientiffe th*ry
of state monopoly capitalism.

Three formulations seem to have been suceessively accepted on an
international scale: that oontained in the Soaiet Marunl of Political
Econom"y of 1955, that in theWorld Marxist Reoi.ew of October 1958,
and that of the Conference of Cornmunist and Workers Parties of
1960.

fue Marunl of Polltical Economy states:

State-monopoly capitalism means the subjection of the State ma-
chine to the capitalist monopolies and their using it to interfere in
the country's economy (especially in connection with militarization
of the economy), in order to secure maximurn proffts for themselves
and consolidate the all-powerful position of ffnance capital. (Laxr-
rence and Wishart, ,London, L957, p. 82,1.)

The World, Marxist Reoiew of 1958 states:

State monopoly capitalism is a complex system under whieh mon-
opoly capital uses the bourgeois state in its own interests. It includes
in the mainq state property, state consumption, government control
and regulation. (Y. Ostrovitianov and V. Cheprakov, "'State-Mon-

opoly Capitalism in the Distorting Mirror of Revisionisfi'Worl,il
Marxist Rersiew, October 1958. )

This second deffnition is broader than the ffrst. It marks distinct
progress by insisting on the different aspects of normal state inter-
ventio,n, constifuting a whole organic eornplex, and on the new forms.
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However, in this period of 1955-1958, even while there is more
and more reference to Lenin's formula, there is in large measnre
a tendency to remain with the thinking of the previous period. This
is seen, for example, in the two preceding formulations. According to
this thinking,_modern capitalism is monopoly capitalism. Monopolies
subordinate the state and use it more and more to their advantage.
state- monopoly capitalism tends to be conceived of as a sort of privi-
leged instrument of the monopolies and concerned only with certain
aspects of economic life (public intervention at the service of mono-
polies). It is a little like the time when Kautsky did not wish to discern
a "phase" in imperialism and, refusing to identify imperialism with
contemporary capitalism, saw in it only a preferred policy of capital..
isrn (see.Lenin,Imperiali,sm, Chapter IX). But already, according to
Lenin in 1917, it is the entire economic structure, capitaiism as a wliole,
whioh is transformed, which passes from monopoly capitalism to state
mo-lopoly capitalism. (It should be understood that just as every cap_
italist-is not a monopolist in the epoch of monopoly capitalism, even
though monopoly imprints its mark on the ecormy ,r u i"hol", so also
not-e{lTt$ng is public intervention in the epoch of state monopoly
capitalism.)

The 8l-Party conference of 1g60 elaborated a formuration that
clearly brealcs away from the previous ones on this point. It states:

-The world capitalist system is going through an intense process
of disintegation and decay. Its contradictionJhave acceleraied the
development of monopoly capitalism into state-monopory capitalism.
By tightening the monopolies' gnp on the life of tht natio'n, state_
monopoly capitalism clollly combines-the power of the monopolies
with that of the state with the aim of sa'ing the capitalist slstem
and increasilg the proffts of the imperialist-bourgedsie to the ut-
m3sj by exploiting the_working class and plundering large sections
of the population. (Political Affairs, January 19G1. )"
This last formulation, which speaks of the unique mechanism unit-

ing the power of monopolies with that of the state, places the accent
on the existence in the whole of capitalist society of n3w forms and
new processes, new in relation to the forms and processes of simple
monopoly laprtalism. Moreover, the public forms are not only used
by monopolies, they can ofier new weapons to the revolutionarf move-
ment.

8. State Monopoly Capitalixn, the Final Phase of Imperialism

Yet in our time, certain Marxist specialists hesitate to conceive of
state monopoly capitalism as a new phase within the imperialist stage,
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to say clearly that modern capitalism is no longer simple monopoly
capitalism but starte monopoly capitalism. Among these, one ffnds two
contradictory tendencies.

There are those who prefer the term present-iloy or contamporary
capitalism and nothing morg unless it is "modern" capitalism. They
do not want, even provisionally, to deftne the economic structure of
the advanced capitalist countries by the term state monopoly capital-
ism. The use of the term present-day capitalism, without any other
specification, is to a certain extent going back to the concept of rnon-
opoly capitalism, while to speak of state monopoly capitalism is to
indicate a phase of monopoly capitalist development in general. Some-

times, there is even refusal, despite evident facts, to grant a central
role to the state in present-day capitalism.

There are others who, on the contrary, are afraid they would causo

people to' think that present-day capiialism is no longer monopoly
capitalism (or even not capitalism at all). They do not want to hear
state monopoly capitalism spoken of as a new historic phase of the
imperialist stage. Thus they remain, to a certain extent, with the 1955-
1958 attitude. Sometimes they even refuse to speak of modiffcation
of the relations of production.

One should not confuse the fact that capitalism always remain cap-
italism (or monopolies always remain monopolies) with the non-
modiftcation of production relations, the non-hansformation of the
economic structure. According to Marxist theory, the relations of pro-
duction are the object of an unceasing process of change, as is clearly
shown in Marx's Capital. With the passage of one stage into another,
for example, the organic whole of economic relations, the economic
structur:e of society, undergoes a considerable change. This does not
prevent the maintenance and deepening of their capitalist essence,
with the persistence of the fundamental relations of exploitation be-
tween capitalists and proletarians.

One finds in our ranks even opinions which, while recognizing the
existence of new forms, refuse to speak of changes in production rela-
tiohs (thereby confusing the form with the essence), or which, while
speaking of the declining phase of capitalism, refuse to speak of a new
phase of development.

Starting from the correct expression in the 1960 formulation, which
points out the strengthening of monopoly power over the life of the
nation, some say: there is solely a strengthening of monopoly hegemony
over society. But is drere only a strengthening of monopoly hegemony,
or is not this strengthening also forced to develop new processes that
deepen the contradictions of capitalism and bring it nearer, dialec-
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tieally, to socialism? These processes $ve capitalism economic wgallons

of a new file, but they $ve tlem also to the democratic and revo'
lutionary movement. And the latter can turn them against the mono-

polies in a decisive manner if it takes control of the state. It can utilize
them for the service of tle people as well as in the building of a new
society, for the revolutionary Passage to socialism by peaceful means.

StaG monopoly capitalism is the ffnal phase of imperialism. If the
working-class and democratic movement succeeds in wresting control
of the state, political domination, from the monolnlist oligarchy, it
will use it profourrdly to democratize economic Me. Through demo-

cratic nationalization and plaruring, the new public forms can be con-

siderably developed in an anti-monopolist sense and at the service of
lhe nation. In these conditions,. the revolutionary democratic move-

ment will strive to isolate and progressively destroy the monolrclies'

State monopoly capitalism and imperialism will then flace a crisis of
decay and they can be destroyed. But if, in this hypothesis, capitalism
still remains, it can be characterized, given the decisive economic

role of the new democratic state, as democratic state capitalism that
ushers in a revolutionary period of direct peaceful transition to so-

cialism.
If state monopoly capitalism constitutes a new phase, difierent from

simple monopoly capitalism, there is a need for a new, original eryla-
natibn (although based on the theory of capitalism in general).

From the delineation of the question in terms of the history of cap-

italism and the Marxist doc'hine, we Pass on to its delineation from
the viewpoint of present-day studies.

HEBBE:nT APTHEKEB

The United States Today, An 0verall View*
The General Chairman for ,this notable event submitted to panel-

ists a series of questions to which he hoped they would address them-
selves. He kindly added, "they are not intended to be restrictive, nor
is it necessary that all the questions be answered."

I found the questions excellent and see no reason why I should
not base my remarks upon thern; on the contrary, since they have oc*.

curred to my hosts it is only proper that I turn to them. Two eau-
tions aro in order: we panelists quite properly have been limited to
thirV minutes each; and whether I am able acfually to answer all the
questions of course the audience must decide.

lr Briefly,What inlourYieu is Ca.pitalism? Sociali$rf Comrrrunim*

Capitalism is a socio-economic system of commodity production,
wherein the means of prod,uction are privately owned, the firnda-
mental motivation for production is profft and to be successful meanrs,
essentially, to be wealthy.

Socialism is a socio-economic system of production of goods, where-
in the means of production are not privately owned but are rather
owned by the society as a collective, the motive for production is
social need and well-being and to be successful means to be creative
and useful.

Communism is a social order wherein the needs, drives and ob-
scenities of acquisitive societies have been overcome and rendered
obsolete because the socialized ownership of production, the plan-
ning of such production and the application and enhancing of peo-
plds usefulness have resulted in abundance, absence of coercion and
habitual human conduct.

* This paper was delivered February L7,t967, at "Dialogiue ,6?,,, a three-
day event held under the auspices of the University of Western Ontario
in London, Canada. Presenting a contrary view was Professor G. Warren
Nu,tter, formerly a section chief for the C.I.A., and novr Chairman, De-
partment of Economics, University of Virginia. Participating in this
Dialogue were Ontario's Prime Minister, C,anada's Minister of External Af-
fairs and the leaders of all Canada's parties, including Tim Buck of the
Communist Party.
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Associateil taith capitali.sm arez fascism, exploitative relationships,
both internal and external; eliteism-not only of a racist kind, but also

of a class, sexual and nationalistic character; general contempt for
Man, reflecting itself especially inr the tendency towards violence,
institutionalized in war and in fascism.

Associated usith sociali,srn atei the conscious efiort to overcome
these pre-human characteristics of society, with greater or lesser suc-
cess and greater or lesser lapses but with positive overall direction
and intention.

Associated roith commtuti.sni should be the successful overcoming
of these pre-human monstrosities and a social order marked by equal-
ity, freedom, universal cultural Iiteracy of high quality, sharp in-
quisitiveness and adventure, high spirits, and one where violence
ofiered by one human upon another would be uncommonly rare and
accepted as a sure sign of serious illness.

llt Would You Desuibe the United States as a Capitalist Country?

Yes, indeed.

llL Horo Woulil You Describe the Uniled States?

Structurally, the United States is intensely monopoly-capitalist;
therefore, dominant political priorities within the country are anti-
human and outside the country are regressive, aggressive and vio-
lent, with each reinforcing the other. The style, for sufficient historic
reasons, is sanctimonious and hypocritical but the content, also for
sufficient historic reasons, is especially brutal and to use Senator Ful-
bright's apt word, arrogant.

Within the severe limits imposed by time, we offer some buttressing
data and quotations for these assertions:

lntensely-monopolistt In 1960, Mr. A. A. Berle, Jr., Professor of
Corporation Law at Columbia University, formerly Under-Secretary
of State, and a keen student of corporate habits, wrote:

In terms of power, without regard to asset positions, not only
do 500 corporations control two-thirds of the non-farm economy,
but within each of that 500, a still smaller group has the ultimato
decision-making power. This is, I think, the highest concentration
of economic pouer in recorded history. (Berle, Economic Power
ond the Free Soci,ety, New York, n.d., Fund for the Republic. )

Somewhat earlier, the late Herbert H. Lehman, himself a leading
banker and, of course, forrnerly a Governor of New York and a U.S.
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Senator, noting the increasing tendency towards mergers among banks
and ffnancial institutions, warned:

The end result is not only a decreased number of banla and
less cornpetition, but a more highly cenrtralized control of the na-
tion's ffnancial system, with mounting danger to the entire national
economy if a relatively few individuais should decide, for whatever
reason, to misuse their control ooer the kfe-blood of ow economy,
(New York Ti.mes, April 3, 1957. Italics added. )
Since Mr. Lehman's warning, banking mergers have, in fact, in-

tensiffed. Thus, to mention only some of the more important such
mergers since 1957, there were those of J. P. Morgan and the Guar-
anty Trust Company, of the First American Corporation of Califor-
nia (assets over one billion) and the California Bank of Los An-
geles (assets over one billion); of two of the largest banks in New
Jersey, the National State and the Federal Trust; of two of the largest
banks in Pennsylvania, the Fidelity Trust and the Potter Bank &
Trust; etc.

Similarly, among industrial corporations, the mergers-and espe-
cially the mergers of very large complexes-have increased in the
years since Mr. Berle pronounced what then existed to have been the
highest concentration of economic power in history.

In mid-I966 the Senate Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly
completed yet another study of the U.S. eeonomy; its ffndings went
generally unreported in the commercial press. One of its experts,
Mr. Richard J. Barber, summarized them in The Nern Republic (Aug-
ust 13, 1966) under the title, "The New Partnership: Big Goveln-
ment and Big Business." He reports that the recent past has wit-
nessed "the greatest merger wave in the counury-s history." The
result, in his words, is that in the United States "the era of the huge,
diversifted, international oompany is here.'

The merger wave wiped out 1,000 corporations in 1965 and 1,3(X)
in 1966. Not only are the numbers of mergers three or four times
what they were a decade ago; in addition, the size of the comp,anies
involved in the mergers is much greater than ten years ago.

Today, in the United States, out of a total of 200,000 corporations,
200 control about 60 per cent of the nation's manufacturing wealth;
and since the end of the 1950 s, U.S. corporations have more than
doubled their foreign investments-now totalling over ftfty billion
dollars ( a matter perhaps not needing emphasis before a Canadlan
audience). The policies and actions of the federal government, at
home and abroad, support and sustain concentration. There is, wrote
Mr. Barber, "a growing intimacy between government and business";
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the fact is, he concludes, that especially under President Johnson, the

U.S. Government "has become less a partner than a captive of big
business."

Details substanUating Mr. Barber's analysis were issued in Sep-

tember, 1966 by the U.S. Census Bureau in a study called Corwentua-

tion Ratios in Manufacturing lnd:u,stry, 7963. According to this oficial
source, the 200 largest manufacturing corporations acconnted for
30 per cent of a1l output inL947,8B per cent in 1958 and 41 per cent

in tgO8. The rate is rising at about 0.7 per cent a yeat; i.e., the 200

largest colporations today account for about Mper cent of all output
and by 1976 will account for over 50 per centl And within this
story of concentration, there is a deeper story of suPer-concentration.
Thus, if one examines not the top 200 corporations but the top 50,

he ffnds that their share of the total is growing at an even steeper

rate; that is, in 1947 the top 50 corporations accounted for 17 per
cent of overall output, in 1963 they accounted for 25 per cent, and

at this moment they account for very nearly 30 per cent.

In the October 1966 issue of The Ameri,can Fedorationist, otga\
of the AFL-CIO, its chief economist, Mr. Irving Beller, also reported
at length upon the unprecedented merger activities of the last few
years. He m,oted that one-fourth of one per cent of industrial ffrms
gathered in 72 per cent of all industrial profitsl The net reported
proffts of one such fum-Genera1 Motors-in 1965 exceeded the total
revenues of all States in the Union, except California and New York,
and actually equalled the cornbined tax reoenues of eighteen States!

The hundred largest manufacturing co{porations now own, Mr.
Beller stated, over half the land, buildings and equipment used in
all U.S, production; given tlre present rate of ooncentration, he

warned, by L977 the 100 largest manufacturing colporations will
control over 65 per cent of all manufacturing assets in the United
States. The AFL-CIO economist concluded: "More than ever before,
America has become a nation of giant enterprises with enormous

power to ffx prices, drive small competitors to the wall and deeply
influence the behavior and social valuoes of others."

Mr. Beller mentioned social values, It is exactly there-in the area
of ethics and morality-that the crisis now affiicting the United States

manifests itself mos't dramatically. The well-known philosopher, Mr.
Richard M. Ehnan, writing not long ago in the leading Catholic
lay journal, Com.manweal (]une 26, L964), cried out:

Must it always be so-never quite coherent, perceived hermetic-
ally, a rushing about the ears, without obvious sequences, a
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garble of sounfu confusing us, leaving us directionless, without
any moral center, quite mortal, solitary, quite without any point
of reference aside from our dissociated selvesP

The increasingly critical impact of the foul character of the social
organization manifests itself in well-known data. Thus, to be brief
about it, Publication Number 6, 1964, of the U.S. Department of
Health, Education & Welfare, entitled Coru:erging Social Trmils;
Emerging Social Problems, states:

Juvenile court cases per 1,000 children in the 10- to L7-year age
group have almost tripled in the past two decades. . . .

There are believed to be more than ffve million alcoholics in
the Nation today. . . .

About 153 people out of every 100,000 in the population entered
a mental hospital in 1963 as compared to 92 out of 100,000 in 1940.

These are, of @urse, stark forms of withdrawal-often appearing
exactly among the most sensitive members of the society. Observg
however, that with ffgures such as these, the capacity to function-
the actual viability-of the social order is in ieopardy because even an
order which acts as though human beings were commodities still
does require human beings to be human.

In this sense, the late British socialist and historian, n. H. Tawney,
was most perceptive in insisting that, "The revolt against capitalism
has its source, not merely in material miseries, but in resentment
against an economic system which dehumanizes existence. . . ."

Such decay and inhumanity will be resisted particularly by those
classes and groups in society whose interests and character are
especially affronted by it. This will include the working classes

whose productive and collective nature tends to repel decadence;
it will include youth who naturally seek fulffllment and who are
characterized by aspiration and the sense of growth; it will includo
many women whose subordination is more and more irksome and
whose basic relation to life makes the estranged and anti-human
quality of soeial decay especially repugnant; it will include the Negro
people whose particularly oppressed condition encourages solidarity,
selfessness and rebellion; it will include the best among the in-
telligentsia, the teachers, the scholars whose commitments make
rnonstrous a way that smells of death and is fflled with deception.
And artists-those who create-must be appalled and must increasingly
resist a social order which more and more reminds one of tho
lines Wilfred Owen used to describe World War I companions-
lines today with a literal quality about thern:
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Drunk raith fati,gua; deaf eoen to the hoots
Of gas-shell^s dropping softly behind..

Not to be ignored, of 
"ooorr", 

t" ; description of the United
States today are what Tawney called the "material miseries." While
about ten years ago-as part of the temporary triumph of neo-
Conseruatism, McCarthyism's ideological "cover"-there was heralded
the discovery of "People's Capitalism" wherein, as even people like
Robert Hutchins and Professor Martin Lipset announced, all social
problems had been resolved in the United States and in particular,
poverty was a thing of the past, this glaring fraud could not long
be maintained in the face of an opposing reality.

Now all admit-even President ]ohnson-that impoverishment is a
rnajor feature of the "American Way of Life" and that it affiicts
anywhere from about 82 million to ab,out 65 million people, the
total depending upon statistical criteria. What this means in terms
of human tragedy may be indicated, briefly, by noting that the
number of welfare recipients in New York City d,oubled in the past
decade; i.e., in 1956 the number was 280,878 and in 1966 the total
was 562,108. This was a relative doubling as well as an absolute
one for in the earlier year, welfare recipients came to 3.6 per cent
of the whole population and in 1966 they came to 7 per cent; and
the ratio of relief to employment rose from 8.9 per cent in 1956
to 17.9 per cent in 1966 (Nero York Times, February 12, 1967, Sec.

I, p. 60).
The contrast betr,veen private accumulation and public decay in the

United States is as glaring as is the contrast between fantasticallr
luxuriorrs livirig and abysmal conditioris cf existence. Je thqr point
is this comment by the late Adlai Stevenson, prcsumablv a non-
Communist source:

While our cars have grownr longer, our TV screens broader, our
washing machines grander, o'ur kitchens brighter, at the same time
our schools have grown more dilapidated, our roads more crowded,
our cities more messy, our air more fetid, our water more scarce,
and the y_hole public framework on which private living depends,
more shabby and worn out.

Quite remarkable was the concluding paragraph of a long survey
of the quality of life today in the United States by the dean of Ameri-
can economic popularizers, Mr. Stuart Chase, published in The Sat-
wday Reoieut, February 11, 1967:

If one lgoks beyond the dollars and sees how people are really
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Iiving, one must, I fear, come to the same conclusion as in 1929.
Prosperity is rnore myth than fact. Mountains of stuff are mn
rthrough, then cast away to becorne mountains of refuse: the ac-
celerating wastes of afluence. In dollars, we are rich beyond the
dreams of avarice, but in thinrgs that rnake life worth living we are
poor, and growing poorer-not only the low income families, but
all of us.

The two central manifestations of the parasitic natule of the present
U.S. social order have been alluded to but must be more speciff-
cally mentioned. I have in mind the unspeakable war being con-
ducted by the Governmenit of the United States against the Viet-
namese people and the atrocious and institutionalized racism directed
mainly against the twenty million Nego people within the United
States. Each reflects profound crisis-in terrns of international and
internal policy; both are interrelated and both threaten the very ex-
istence of my nation and therefore of the world.

IV: What, in Your Yiero, ls Social ChangeP

Social change is alteration, motre or less significant, in the func-
tioning of society. This change may be progressive-i.e., enhancing
productivity and human well-being; or it may be regressive-i.e., in-
hibiting productivity and reducing human well-being. The change
may be relatively mino , in the sense that structure is not changed
or threatened-as reducing the votin1 age; it may be more signiff-
cant with the clear potential of enhancing the possibility of struc-
tural chanrge-as legalizing trade-union organizing and activity; and
it rnay be most signiffcant in that structural change is accomplished

-as abolishing slavery or the private ownership of the means of pro-
duction. And the change may be regressive, sometimes massively so

-as the overtlrow of the Spanish Republic by fascist and nazi counter-
revolutionists.

Vt What DoYou Think of Capitali,sm, Soaiali,sm, Commanism

for the United States?

The result of capitalism in the United States I have indicated in
reply to question III; it is not yet the end-result and what that will
be I do not lcnow. The potential of fascism and world war certainly
cannot be ruled out; tendencies in this direction are organic given
monopoly capitalism and reflections of such tendencies are porten-
tous in the United States today, but their victory certainly is not
inevitable.
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Teclurically and in terms of human need, though not ye! cornpre-

hension, socialitm is long overdue for the United States. It is most

signiffcant that a growing awareness of this marks the current u.s.
,"I.*u. Expressioni of this kind are common among- youth leaders

and organiiations, increasingly appear among IuSo feaders and or-

ganizaiions and now are rrot unknown in ,thoroughly respectable

Jo*""t. A few instances of the latter will be in order.
professor H. L. Nieburg of the University of wisconsin, in his

book, In the Name of Science (Quadrangle Books, Chicago, 1966),

emphasizes the obsolescence of the present social order in the United

Sta:tes, insists that the rights of "private proffts and property'' ar-e more

and more anachronistic, and locates the "persistent ailment afHicting

American society" as arising "from the basic fact of the concentra-

tion of econornic power in the private hands of a few who are un-

aecountable to dernoctatic controls."
professor Richard Lichtman of the university of california, con-

cludes that, "The principles of equality and ,social value that char-

actefize a co*-orrity ari ini.nical to every form of capitalism," and

that, "The traditional Marxian critique of capitalism has taken on new

vitality, for our conternporary situation r,s sure[ as pertinent an in-

stance of the contradiction between productive forces and the social

relations of production as one could imagine." (Towaril Communityt

ACritique of Contemporary Capitalisnr. (Fund for the Republic, Santa

Barbara, 1966.)
Professor Robert Engler of Sarah Lawrence and Queens Colleges,

insists that "Major areas of Me [in the United States], from the mass

media and leisure to housing and resource developrnent, are corroded

b,}, the primacy of the profft:notive. . . . A relevant theory for a sociery

which iroa""6s so much and allocates so poorly.-will_h11e to challenge

the saciedness of the right of private property," and this was printed
in the New York Times Magazine, Decernber 25, 1"966.

In the trade union move.ment, too, structural challenges now aP'

pear. Thus, the late Michael Quill, leader of the Transport Workers
-Union, 

AFL-CIO, entitled an article in the organ of that union, the

TWu Expre.ss, April 1963, "Governrnent Ownership of All Industry-
America's Survival Kit." He makes clear that, "I mean government

ownership of all big industry, including the natural resources of the

United States." He adds that in his proposal "the Wall Street man

[is] eliminated" and then asks, with italics, *ls this Socinlisrn?" He re-

plies, 'IMell, we can call it that," and that is what he wants.- 
Perhaps it is even rnore signiffcant that_inr &e most recent writings

of John Kenneth Galbraith a new note of challenge to the economic
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foundations is being struck. Mr. Galbnaith is, of course, one of tho
most distinguished of the liberal public ffgures in the United States

-formerly President Kennedy's Ambassador to India, author of the
influential volume, The Affluent Society, and now Professor of Eco-
nomics at Harvard. At a recent conference on urban problems in
Washington, Mr. Galbraith strongly emphasized the mounting social
crisis in the United States; he has done this before, but this time
he added: "We must explicidy assert the claims of the community
against those of economics." He urged that the public seryice sectors
of the economy "must grow if there is not to be an appalling contrast
be,tween the two-between private affiuence and public squalor." And
in a quite remarkable paragraph, worthy of quoting in full, Mr. Gal-
braith said:

We should not imagine that our traditional arrangements for
gurding or directing land use will be sufficient for the purposes I
have mentioned. Private land ownership is a natural way of ac-
cording economic priority. That, generally speaking, accords the
largest private retu.rn. It was also right for the stage in social de-
velopment that accorded economic priority. It is not so certain
that it can be accommodated to social and esthetic goals. The
reoord of planners and zoning authorities when they come in con-
fict with the profft motive is not encouraging. I incline to the be-
lief that for good urban, suburban, and adjaceflt land use we will
need to resort increasingly to public ownership of the strategic land
areas. Nor does it take a political genius to see the prospect here
for some bloodletting. (The Progresshse, December 1966.)

The question as posed to me encompassed also cornmunism for the
United States. I reply only that socialism is much in order for the
United States and that with its colossal technical development, the
transition from socialism to communism there should not take long.

I must add, however, in all candor, that given the ethical require-
ments of a communist society, the achievement of such a society from
that point of view may well require several generations after all the
material bases have been established.

VIt What ls Your Yieu on the Role of the
Commtmist Partg in U.S. History?

It is a view quite the opposite of that which generally prevails in
the United States. I see that role as, generally speaking, one of a
goad and spearhead for enterprises and ideas very much needed. In
areas of trade-union organization, of the struggle against racism, in the
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efiort to expand civil liberties and civil rights, in the efiorts to assure

some minimum of social security, in the moverments against fascism

and imperialist interventions and wars, no political party in the United
States has played a rnore worthy role than has the Cornmunist Patty.

That party has evidenced its share of faults, errors and failings.

There have been dogmatism and sectarianism; there has been oPPor-

tunism; there has been rigidity and even arrogance. There also has

been fferce persecuti,on. Withal and everything considered, the party
has been heroic, steadfast, enduring, and indeed "the salt of the earth."

It is the party which gained and held the support of Dreiser and

Du Bois, of Mother Bloor and Foster, of Benjamin J. Davis and

Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, of Robert Thompson and now of Henry
Winston and Gus Hall; such a party needs apologize to no one for its
existence. I am delighted to be 'able to say that in spite of every-

thing in the United States, it is a party that is growing rather rapidly
and especially among youth.

VIL What Has Been,ls and,W\nt Do You ThinkWill Be

the Role of the Negro in Social Change in the United States?

The United States has been from its founding and is now a racist
society; this racism is not peripheral but is rather organic. It has in-
fected every sphere of U.S. life-economic, political, diplomatic, ideo-

Iogic, ethical. The struggle against this oppr-ession-has- been basic

in its own terms and fundamental in terms of any kind of positive
advance in the United States. No meaningful social advance has been

possible in the United States without its reflecting the centrality of this
io-called Negro question; no social advance can even be begun today
in the United States which does not base itself on Negro-white unity
and does not comprehend that the single most urgent domestic ques-

tion in the United States today is the termination of the cruciffxion
of twenty million black Americans. That cruciffxion tells more of
U.S. reality than all the speeches of Presidenit ]ohnson and Vice-
President Humphrey put together; the efiort to terminate it is a basic
eomponent in the effort to quite literally save the Republic of the
United States.

The Negro people's role has been that of social pioneers because

they have been the most oPpressed; this role continues and will con-

tinue until that oppression is terminated and the United States stands

trarxformed from a racist society to an egalitarian one.
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VllI: What Methods Do You Faoor, lf My, For Social
Change in the Udted, StatesP

The methods now being used are the methods traditional in Ameri-
can history and are those to be persisted in and expanded. These
include political activity within and independent of the major par-
ties; existence of independent radical political and social organizations,
and demonstration, articulation, efforts at persuasiou by thern. Dra.
matic and continual challenges to the stattis quo in every sphere and
on every issue are needed; and concentration upon those areas most
vital and meaningful-today on foreign policy, on racism, on urban
blight, on the high cost o{ living, on inadequacies of provisions for
social well-being. Accompanying all this, the projection of the rele-
vancy of Marxism and the basic answers ofiered by Socialism.

lX: What Future Do You Enoisage for the Uniteil StatesP

With the weaponry now in possession of the United States-and
rnore terrible instruments of death now on the drafting boards-if there
is to be a future for the united states it will have to be one that sheds
the class rule which has brought my nation to its present nadir. I
think this will take the form of a break-away from the present two-
party system through the emergence of an efiective, mass anU-
monopoly coalition based upon the organized labor movement, the
millions not yet g-rganized, the Negro people's movement, with sup
port from vast millions of youth, professionals, intellectuals and others

-especially women-opposed to an aggressive foreign policy. With
that as a base, there will begin the transformation of th" quality of
u.s. life and the transformation of its structure. This will eventuate
in a socialist society. A socialist society in the united states, build-
ing upon its own ffnest traditions and the best in the traditions and
experiences of other peoples and having the colossal productivity
oli t\"- American plant, will mean a community worthy of nenyamin
Franklin's dream, uttered in the midst of our great Revolution, in 1777

-"our cause," he said then, "is the cause of all Mankind,"
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What I Learned in the

Struggles of the Northwest

Gus Hall, the general secretary of the Communist Party,-often

speaks of the po*"r of the working class-when it is united. He has

s^een labot's p6*"r from the inside. He took part with other Com-

munists in the battles that built the big unions, won social security

and defeated the fascists on our own soil. He is conffdent that his

class will play the decisive role in the grelt struggles for peace, racial

equality-ind eventually for Socialism-that loom ahead. And his

cdnffdence, Iike the conffdence of thousands of other Cornrnunists,

comes from life.

Solidarity in the Arctic Night

My own conffdence was ffrmly established in the class struggles of

the Paciffc Northwest, during and after the First World War. Seattle

was labor's vanguard city at that time. I came to Seattle from Nome,

Alaska, where I served in the Eskimo school service. Nome was an

isolated gold-mining camp on the frozen shores of the Bering sea.

It was a little world in itielf, where the two maior classes in society

faced each other on the camps only street. A strike began there for
the eight-hour day. It went on for months during the war. There

*", ,rJ roo.r, for neutrals. One took sides with the miners or with the

little group of mine operators,_mana-ger-s, comPany lawyers, merchants

and ti.S. ferritorial officials, who called themselves the "best peoplg"
and wore evening iackets at their Arctic Brotherhood P"ti"1

I did my ffrst laLor writing for the _Nome lndustrial Worker, Ihe
daily organ of the Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers local union. This

*ur th"-ffrrt trade union daity in the USA. It reioiced in the Bolshevik

revolution, as did most of the Alaska miners. And its editor gave me

a letter to friends in Seattle when I left.
I had been eagerly following the dramatic labor news from Seattle

and the rest of the Faciffc Northwest all year. The high point was the

victory of the IWW loggers. Fifty thousand. men walked out of the

lumber camps while the chamber of commerce shoutedl "Revolu-

tionl" and t[e government made hundreds of anests. The lumber-
jacks stayed orft*o months, while we passed the hat at Alaska meet-

ingr. Then they outwittod their enernies by "transferring the strike to

{6
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the joU'-a favorite IWW tactic. One of the Nome miners showed me
a letter frorn his brother, a logger in the woods near Seattle, telling
how the strike on the job was carried on. And I could almost hear
the writer's chuckle when he wrote that he was getting a "good rest"
on the job while the boss was going etazy.

The government had to yield. The loggers got the eight-hour day.
And my Norne frie,nds got encouragement for their own eight-hour
ffght, which was soon to begin.

Then we got the story of the ffrst Soviet visitors to the USA. It
came in the Seattle lnd,wtrial Worker, the Northwest IWW paper,
and reached us by dogteam in the Arctic night. An Irish miner read
it to us at a union meeting. Andi we learned how the orew of the
S.S. Shilka, a small Russian merchant ship, made a peaeeful revolu-
tion in mid-ocean in the name of the Soviet regime. The capain was
allowed to stay on the bridgA but power was vested in a committee
of seamen. And the crew was enjoyrng the six-hour workday when
the Shilka entered Seattle harbor for supplies on Christmas Day, 1g17.

There was hysteria in Seattle's upper-class circles. The "Bolshe-
viks" are bringing arms for an "American revolution," the press cried.
And captain and crew were rushed to priso,n. AFL and IWW unions
vigorously protested. And the visitors were released when a searching
party found nothing but licorice root, peas and beans in the hold.
Then Soviet and American workers clasped hands in friendship. The
Rusians marched to the IWW hall. And the mate told the workers,
who clustered about him, that "All of us are Bolsheviks."

Hundreds of workers crowded the doek in a goodby demonstration
a week later. The ship s band played the Marseillaise. And the Shilka
sailed with a,message-from AJaff, Central Labor Council conveying
the "fraternal geetings of organized labor in Seattle for the organized
workers of Russia" in their struggle for industrial and politieal democ-
racy. And we felt, as we listened to the reading, that the workers of
the world would soon live in friendship together.
"There is Poufr, there is PotD'r"

I arrived in Seattle on a ship fflled with ffshermen and cannery
workers, whom we picked up in Bristol May. Many were fWWs.
They sang Joe Hill's songs. And I felt the power of labor as these
lines echoed through the social hall:

There is pow'r, there is pow'r
In a band of workingmen,
When they stand hand in hand,
That's a powt, that's a powt
That must rule in every land. . . .
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Seattle was booming with the war when I came in. A quarter of the
ships built for the Emergency Fleet Corporation came ofi the ways

of ihe Puget Sound city. This Northwest rnetropolis was a hundred
times bigger than Nome. But class contrasts were as sharp as in the

northern mining camp. On one side were the shipyard and lumber
magnates. On the other side the most militant workers in the USA.

I learned much from these workers. They told me about their strug-
gles with the copper bosses, the lumber barons, the construction camp
foremen aad the big wheat farmers before they entered the shipyards.
Many did much serious reading and I listened to earnest discussions

of theory and tactics. Many, however, were dogmatic syndioalists
and rejected all parliamentary action. They thought the strike weaPon

was all-sufficient. But there were good Marxists among the workers
and I was not surprised to read in Harvey O'Connor"s Reaolution
in Seattle (Monthly Review Press) that Washington State led the
USA in per oapita sales of Marxist literature before the war.

I went to work in the shipyards. The metal trades unions had a
closed shop deal with the government, which feared the IWW more
than the AFL. I was in a machine shop so I joined Hope Lodge 79,

of the AFL Machinists. This was a ftghting local of 4,000 members.

But it had one shameful blot. No Negroes were admitted. The color
bar was in the international union s con,stitution. Some members

protested, but there was no organized opposition, and one Socialist
ofiered the excuse ,that Seattle had rather few Negroes. He forgot
that there was a principle at stake.

The government's wartime wage freeze was under heavy attack
at our meetings. Our wages were ffxed from above by a government
board that had the blessing of our international officials. Our right
to strike was also denied. Our leaders would tell us that priees had
risen three times faster than wages. Then old Vincent Brown, a re-
spected IWW, would take the floor. And I can still see him gripping
the back of his chair and rocking it back and forth with emotion as

he asked us this question: 'Why don't you use your economic power?"
That meant stri,ke in IWW language.

In the "Good and lVelfare" hour our meetings became exciting
political forums. I heard much praise of Soviet Russia. And there
was so much talk of the "emancipation of the working class" that my
foreman once rose to protest. "This union," he cried, "was not estab-
lished for the emancipation of the working class, but for the emanci-
pation of the machinists."

This narrow craft unionist hated the big capitalists, however. He
told me that he was organizing machinists in the steel mill in Bethle-
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hem, Pennsylvania in 1910 when the men struck against the I%hour
d"y. I was a student there at the time. I remernbered that ffve

strikers were shot down by the state police. And my foreman re-

minded me that the killers were called in by President Charles Sehwab

of Bethlehem Steel. "That's the same Charley Schwab who keeps

shipyard wages down," he said bitterly.
Schwab was one of the tycoons behind the government ship pro-

sam.
D r af t e e s Agai,nst Int er o entio n

My draft number came uP that summer and I spent the next months

in Camp Lewis near Tacoma. My buddies were lumberjacks, ship-

yard workers, miners and farm boys. We got on well together, and

i found only three or four men, out of 200 in my comPany, who had
their hearts in the war. That wasnt a "war for demooracy," We were

cannon fodder in a war for markets, colonies and spheres of influence.

And before Kaiser Wilhelm was defeated Wilson turned his guns

against revolutionary Russia. Conscript armies sailed for Vladivostok
and Archangel without a declaration of rvar. I was suddenly given a

special physical examination with a group of men. The grapevine
siid we were bound for Siberia. And we were waiting in line for the
doctor when the young man beside me whispered: "The Russians are

not our enemies, Art." "That's right," I whispered back. "We wont
shoot them," he whispered again. "That's right," I replied. And I
often thought of that conversation when American boys in Arehangel
decided to quit ffghting.

My friend was a mechanic from Tacoma whom we all liked. He
could sing, make fun of the brass, and help a buddy in trouble. To
my sorrow I never saw him again. I was stricken with influenza

the next day. That was a deadly plague. It killed my brother Ted
on the front lines in France and my brother Walter in Alaska. Men
were dying around me in the long, wooden barracks. No doctor had

time to see me. I barely survived with the help of a tireless army
nurse, who belonged to a small sect called the Seventh Day Baptists.
This young conscientious objector tended us night and day, sang

sentimental songs in a soft, lullaby voice, and did not talk religion
until we were convalescing. Then he solemnly warned me that the
world was coming to an end, and I should read what the Prophet
Daniel said about it.

We celebrated peace with a colorful rocket display, But I did not
find peace when I returned to Seattle. The capitalists were planning
an open shop ofiensive. The press was redbaiting the unions. Ard
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the workers were getting ready for battle.

POUTICAI AFFAIES

Mooneg Strike Vote

On my ffrst visit to Hope Lodge I was handed a referendum ballot
by Secretary Hook and asked to vote "Yes" or "No" on the question
of a general strike to free Tom Mooney and Warren K. Billings, the
San Francisco labor martyrs. T,hey had been framed by public utili-
ties detectives on false cha,rges of exploding a bomb during a pro-war
parade. Tom was sentenced to hang. His life had been saved by an
im,mense international campaign (ted by Robert Minor, a future
Communist leader), and both were now serving Iife terms.

The'Yes" votes were overwhelming in all the metal trades unions,
and our leaders began organizing a nationwide Mooney strike move-
ment.

Tom Mooney was admired as a heroic symbol of labor. But my
fellow workers were not only thinking of Mooney and Billings. Their
bitterness at the government's wage fteeze was running over.

I have nevor felt xrch open resentment against the capitalist system
among Arnerican workers as in those Seattle days. I was living with
a lumber worker's family, where tle young men used to say, "The
Russians don't need any capitalists. Why do we?" That was conrnon
talk in Seattle in the winter of 1918-1919.

Many of my fellow workers were reading John Reed's stories of
Soviet Russia. They appeared in the Liberator, the successor to tho
old Masses. And the Liberatot was sold in many union halls. When
I strolled down the skid road I enjoyed the sight of "Red" O'Han-
raharis stand. It was piled high with Left-wing papers, booklets and
magazines. Lumberjacks and shipyard workers were clustered around
it. Here I heard workers discussing the ffrst Lenin pamphlet to reach
the USA. This was Lenin's April (1918) report on the "Immediate
Tas}s of the Soviet Government." It emphasized the primary role of
the working class in the organization of socialist industry. The report
came to America through Alexandor Trachtenberg, who was then tho
rosearch direetor of the Socialist Rand School in New York City.
And it was published in Seattle in an edition of 2Q000 by the daily
Union Record, the organ of the AFL Central Labor Council, under tho
tide, "The Soviets at Work."

I now began writing f.or The lnternational WeeHy, a new Socialist
paper tlat reflected the views of the Socialist Left-wing. I was not
a meurber of the Socialist Party, however. I was close to the IWW
because it was a basic workers' movement and full of ffght. But I
had little understanding of &e syndicalist philosophy. I was ffnding
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my way.
Our paper was produced by enthusiastic young fellows, who thought

world victory was near. All had good labor connections. Our edi-
tor, Harvey O'Connor, 21, had taken part in the loggers' struggles
and edited two Left-wing Socialist papers before coming of age. His
most active colleagues were two victims of the wartime witchhunt,
whose defense was supported by organized labor. They were Morris
Pass, onr artist, and joseph Pass, a writer. Both were appealing rwo-
year sentences, imposed for the distribution of an anti-draft leaflet.
Their co'defendants, Hulet Wells, a former C.L.U. President, and
Sam Sadler, a Socialist longshoreman, were infuential rrni6lisfs. And
all four were given a banquot in the Labor Ternple on the eve of &eir
departure for prison several months later.

I was brought in by Faul Bickel, a llope Lodge member. Paul
taught mathematics in a high school and joined the union while work-
i"g in the shipyards during vacations. He knew more about Marxism
than the rest of us, and I learned much from him in long talls over
the cofiee that his wife cooked in a big open pot.

Paul was a popular speaker at union meetings. I vividly recall a
speech that he made at Hope Lodge in January against American aid
to Admiral Kolchak, the Siberian butcher. Kolchak's guns were
shipped from Seattle docks and Paul urged labor to stop them. Sam
Sadler was pressing thir demand at longshore meetings meanwhile,
and the dock workers ffnally acted. An arms ship, the S.S. Delight,
was tiod up in October. Fifty carloads of rifes lay on the docks for
weeks when Kolchak needed them most. The White Cuard generalis-
simo was buried soon after.

We elected Paul as our delegate to a national Mooney-Bfllings
conference in Chicago at that ]anuary meeting. The gathering was
called by the progressive Chicago FederaUon of Labor. Forty more
delegates were eoming from Seattle; hundreds more from other cities.
We felt sure that they would call a general strike for Mooney and
Billings. We also hoped that they would begin steps to reorganize
the labor movement along industrial union lines. My hopes *"p high
and I decided to join them. So I shipped out of Seattle as second
cook on the Great Northern Railroad for a two-day run to Billings,
Montana, where I intended to catch a cattle train to Chicago.

A Great Northern coox"s day seerned never to end. I made fues at
4:80 a.m., cleaned up at night and prepared simple dishes in between.
But I gave up the Chicago trip when I learned in Billings that our
shipyard strike for higher wages would soon begin. I returned in tho
kitchen to Seattle, and was glad I did. Our delegates were out-
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rrtraneuvered in Chicago. The Mooney conference was suddenly ad-
journed amid cries of protest after calling a strike for the Fourth of
July-a distant and meaningless date.

Soldiers and. Workers Unite

I did my ffrst outdoor speaking a day or two later. My audience
was made up of discharged soldiers with alrnost empty pockets. (I had
just $18 when I left Camp Lewis. ) The bosses were promising them
jobs in the shipyards during the coming strikg and some metal
trades leaders were worried. So a number of veterans in the unions
were recruited to appeal to their buddies at street meetings. My
stand was on the skid road. A union leader always made the main
speech. Then I would mount the box in uniform, tell some jokes
about the mud and brass at Lewis, and end by saying that we veterans
stood shoulder to shoulder with our brothers in the yards. That got
a good hand and I was off the box in five minutes.

My buddies didn't disappoint us. No scabs were in sight when the
yards shut down on January 21, 1919. Solidarity was 100 per cent
as 30,000 men came out in Seattle and 15,000 more in Tacoma. A
third o! the government's shipbuilding program was now tied up by
demands for wage increases.

We felt very strong. But the war against a rival empire was
over. The capitalists were swollen with war proffts and a new war

-against labor-was on. The workers saw that more pressure was
needed. And demands for a general strike-in support of the ship
yard workers-swept through the union halls.

These demands came ffrst from the shipyard unions. They were
backed by IWW's and other Left-wingers, who thought the general
strike was labor's ultimate weapon. But they were also sup,ported
by many workers in non-striking trades, who feared that their wages
would sink if the shipyard workers went down.

Theso non-striking workers would tip the balance in a general strike
vote. And I was asked to write a leaflet that the metal trades leaders
wanted to circrrlate among other unions. The request came through
Hulet Wells, the fomer CLU president. I drafted a simple solidarity
appeal for united strike action, and it was widely distributed.

The general strike tide was overwhelming. The popular (Jni,on

Record., with a daily circulation of 50,000, was behind it. Conserva-
tives were cried down at the CLU meeting. And I heard only one
"No" when the Council referred the decision to a rank-and-ffle ref-
erendum. The strike was quickly endorsed by big majorities in almost
all tho 110 local unions. A General Strike Committee of three mem-
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bers from each local was selected. A 15-man executive was chosen.
And the strike was set for 10 a.m., Thursday, February 6.

There were daily mass meetings as the deadline approached. The
masses believed that the government must yield, and I heard only one
speaker express any fears. That was David Burgess, a leader of the
Socialist Labor Party, whioh was still a current in the workers' move-
ment. He told us that he was opposed to a general strike because
"it will spread over the country. If it spreads over the coun,try,
capitalism will collapse. If capitalism collapses we will ffnd the work-
ers unorganized and chaos will follow."

Burgess was expressing the SLF's lack of conffdence in the working
class. But he was also voicing an illusion held by many other radicals,
who did not have his fears. The illusion was that other cities were
ready to follow Seattle's example.

Some rich people were fleeing in panic meanwhile. And I was re-
minded of Jack London's general striko story, "The Dream of Debs,"
by a scene in a bookstore an hour before the strike deadline. An eld-
erly man with a slick periodical in one hand and a cane in the other
was rushing out as I came in. The store manager, a Mrs. Engel, was
laughing as she told me that the gentleman grabbed a Saturday
Eoening Post and gasped, "I'm going away; they say there'I1 be a revo-
lution."

The runaway rnay have been reading the headlines about "Reds"
and "Revolutiort'' in the Seattle Times and other papers. The Times
was owned by'iColonef' Blethen, an apopleptic redbaiter, who had in-
cited several vigilante attacks against workers. His presses were run-
ning ofi another anti-labor edition behind plate glass windows at
street level iust before the deadline. He had boasted that Seattle
workers would not answer a general strike call. And my colleague

Joe Fass and I enjoyed watching his presses come to a stop at the
stroke of ten.

The General Strtke Begins

The ffrst general strike in U.S. history had begun. Sixty-ftve thou-
sand workers-a quarter of the population of this highly unionized
city-were going out together. Street cars were rolling to the barn.
Horses were bein,g stabled. Painters were coming down from scaf-
folds. Cooks were taking ofi their aprons. Newsboys were covering
their stands. Workers were leaving factories. And Seattle became ex-
traordinarily quiet.

The entire working class was united, including the Japanese in the
hotels and restaurants. There were 10,000 ]apanese in Seattle. They
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were outrageously barred from the AFL by the international unions.
But they joined the general strike. And I'm still thrilled when I
reread the letter that the independent Japanese Labo,r Association
sent to the Central Labor Council with a financial contribution. The
letter told Secretary James Duncan that "we laborers throughout the
world have a similar position against the capitalists" and "there should
be no border for the laborer and we should do our drty . . . to help
win this ffght."

All restaurants were on strike but no one was hungry. The strike
oomrnittee opened up 21 cafeterias and 85 milk stations. And I en-
joyed good beefstew meals for 25 cents. That was a preferential rate
to AFL and IWW members. Others paid 35 cents. But no penni-
less man was turned away.

Nothing moved without labor sanction. But health and public
safety were protected. Hosiptals were serviced. Pharmacists mixed
pills while other drugstore employees were on strike. Perishable

garbage was collected by wagons, marked "Exempted by Strike Corn-
mittee." City lights blazed at night. Hundreds of labor guards pa-
trolled the skeets. The IWW closed all bootleg ioints on skid road.
And it was clear that labor was more efficient than the city hall poli-
ticians.

Seattle was never more peaceful. llhe average number of arrests for
drunkenness and other minor offenses dropped from about 100 a day
to 80. And the commanding general, whom President Wilson sent in,
admitted that he never saw such an orderly city.

Nevertheless no U.S. labor story was ever more distorted. The
press gave the impression that blood was about to flow in the streets.

The diseased imagination of, a Saturilay Eoening Posi writer had Len'in
and Trotsky meeing in Seattle in 1917 and planning the moves that
brought the general strike. Mayor Ole Hanson made a fortune with
his Chamber of Commerce lectures on the Seattle "Revo1ution." And
Theodore Draper in his Roots of Amprican Comnatnivn called our
strike "one of a series of big, unusually violent strikes."

Labor Discipline High

'lhese were unprincipled inventions. The general strike was a

peaceful demonstration in support of the shipyard workers. There
was revolutionary thinking in Seattle, but no attempt at "revolution."
The working class showed its ability to run municipal afiairs, but left
City Hall alone. Labor disiclpine was high. And this discipline was

not upset by the presence of rnore than L,000 troops in the city, [he
sight of rnachine guns near the Labor Temple, and the strutting of
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upper-class university students in RO'IC uniforms.
-More difficutty came from a provocateur in our own ranks, who

threatened to shut the city light plant and plunge Seattle into dar}ness.

His t}reats gave much help to anti-labor propagandists. This pro-
vocateur wai Leon Green, the business agent of ElecEical Workers

Local77, Green posed as an ultra-I-eftist, but behaved like an enemy
plant, and disappeared overnight when his policies were reiected.
We next heard of him in 1928 when the Chicago Retail C1erks Union
expelled its business agent, Leon Green, on charges of taking $8,000
in bribes from the bosses.

Our biggest difficulties came because no time limit was set for the
solidarity demonstration. Our leaders had no general strike experi-
ence to guide them. They thought that a time limit would be a sign
of wea}ness. But by Saturday-the third day-it was clear that no
early settlement was likely. Submarine sinkings had stopped. The
govemrment was in no hurry for ships. International union officials
were tfueatening to lift Seattle charters. A break in our ranks de-

veloped. The street carmen, most of the teamsters and several

smaller groups went back. The baclaliders came out again in re-
sponse to a solidarity appeal. But on Monday the committee voted
to end this historic walkout the next day. The shipyard strike con-

tinued, but America's ffrst general strike was over on Tuesday noon,

February 11, after ffve days.
Our immediate aims were not gained. But the workers weren't

beaten. And I agree with Hawey OConnor that . . . "For the majority
of Seattle unions there was no sense of defeat. lhey had demon-
strated their solidarity with their brothers in the yards, and the mem-
ory of the geat days when labor had shown its strength glowed in
their minds." (From Reoolution in Seattlz.)

I left soon after to visit my mother, who had lost her two older
soD,s. But I kept in touch with Seattle and learned that the shipyard
workers did not win their long strike. The odds were too heavy in an
industry that was about to die.

But solidarity remained high all that year. The longshoremen left
their mark on international labor history by stopping Kolchak"s rifes.
And Seattle's AFL supported the IWW loggers in a framed murder
trial the next winter. The loggers had asserted the right of self-
defense when American Le$onnaires attacked their union hall in
Centralia, Washington, and four invaders lost their lives. But one
logger was lynched and seven others were imprisoned for terms of
25 to 40 years. Nevertheless, organized labor can be proucl that it ptrt
its internal differences aside and united against the common enemy.
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Respect for the Rank and File

POLITICAL AFFTIN"S

The tide of labor militancy ebbed after the shipyards clossd down

and thousands of advanced workers left Puget Sound. But the in-
spiration of that solidarity era is with me still.

I learned to respect the strength and common sense of rank-and-ffle
workers most of all. I also discovered that the shopworn idea that the

masses are bound to become more conservative during boom times

made no sense in Seattle during the war boom. (The eompanion idea

that it was impossible to build mass unions during depressions was

refuted in, the 1980t. )
Looking baek to 1918-1919 I ffnd that we had some favorable con-

ditions as compared to the situation today. But today's ffghters also

have some advantages as well. In l-918-1919 the radical forces had a

strong working class base in Seattle. That was a precious asset. But
we were handicapped because our allies in the city itself were few.

We had friends among the poor farmers, who were numerous then.

But Seattle's middle class kept ofi the ffring line. The student move-

ment that plays a big role in todayt struggles for peace and civil
rights was then very weak. The teachers had no trade union, and my
friend Bickel was ffred for his part in the general strike.

The most impo,rtant ally that we lacked, however, was the Negro

peoplds democratic revolution. The mighty force of the Nggro people
Las put our oppressors on the defensive. The lack of this alliance was

a griv" weakness in 1918-1919. No maior attempt was made to over-
come this weakness until the Communists came on the scene. Then
the struggles to save the Scottsboro Boys and other victims of raeism

became international issues. And William L. Patterson and other
Communists became pioneers in the Negro people's revolution.

The radical workers of the pre-Cornmunist Party era made many

mistakes as the result of syndicalist thinking. This thinking domi-
nated the IWW and influenced the revolutionary wing of the So-

cialist Party. The syndicalists thought that the working class oould
take power by defeating the employers in economic struggles, while
bypassing the capitalist state. This erroneous thinl<ing was especially

damaging when workers were framed by the police and the courts
of the government they tried to bypass. And the Communist Party
deserves major credit for defeating the syndicalist philosophy in the

labor movement.
I have seen the Communist Party tirelessly working for unity of all

the oppressed against their oppressors since its birth in September,

1919. And it has kept its ultimate goal of socialism in sight through
the years.

WITTIAM W. WEINSTONE

[hanges in the [onstitution

nf the fommunist Party, U,S.A.

The 18th Convention of the CPUSA unanimously adopted a new
Constitution regulating its affairs. There were important differences

of opinion on a number of questions in the Constitution Committee
which I will discuss, but these were resolved in a principled way.
The draft which was submitted by the National Committee to the
Convention delegates already contained new sections improving
democracy and centralism. The Convention Constitution Committee
strengthened the draft still further in these areas. There are still some
formulations which are open to misunderstanding as I will point out,
but in the main the Constitution marks a considerable advance in
shaping a,more democratic document.

The Principle of Dem,ouatic Centrali,sm

The fundamental features of democratic centralism, which is the
guiding principle of organization of the Parf are spelled out in the
Constitution. The Communist Party was and is the most democratic
political organization in the country. The bourgeois concept of demo-

cratic centralism as meaning arbitrary decisions from above and passive

obedience from below, and the stifling of all free discussion, has

nothing in common with reality. The Party seeks to promote a think-
ing membership who speak their thoughts, give their views on policies
and practices, criticize shortcomings, mistakes and weaknesses in work
and leadership, and who make proposals for changes in sensible,

business-like ways.
Only by means of democracy can the Party draw on the firll strength,

discipline and enthusiasm of the membership and on tlte working
people it seeks to mobilize. Only by means of centralized leadership
can it achieve the unity of will and action essential for a vanguard
organization.

Such unity of action is impossible without a degree of authority of
centralized leadership. Both democracy and centralism are essential

for the achievement of socialism. These are not mutually exclusive
but are complementary to each other. That is why Engels wrote that

57
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it is absurd "to qpeak of the principle of autonomy as being abaolutely
good."

In the six-year period since the 17th Convention there has been a

strengthening of the Party and an improvement in its methods of work.
Nonetheless, there has been a continuation of weaknesses in both
aspects of democratic-centralism.

Overcentralization and bureaucratic tendencies of leadership, I be-
lieve, have been evident in a number of ways: in the initiation by
leadenhip of new basic policies on several occasions without adequate
consultation with district leaderships and with the membership; in
the continuation of the habit of personal in place of collective work,
resulting often in the absence or weakness of committees for important
spheres of work; in tendencies to allow one or a few people to do
everything; and in the practice of forming committees with people
already absorbed in many other tasks.

Further, in *y opinion, these weaknesses have been evident in
inadequate criticism and self-criticism by leadership. They have been

displayed also in poor preparation of meetings of leading bodies and
in bad procedures and time-arrangements of such meetings, includ-
ing the loading of the order of business-practices which make difficult
or impossible the efiective participation of committee members in the
making of policies. There has also been little reporting on what lead-
srship has done and opportunities for members of lea&ng committees
to review and control the work of leadership. Fina1ly, I think, there
had been too little discussion and exchange of views and debate on

pressing new problems, inclufing organized discussion of differences
of opinion whieh are inevitable in a living party.

On the other hand, it seems to me, there have been federalist and

anti-centralization tendencies expressed-more in practice than in
theory-in opposition to national policies and decisions; in insuficient
regard by some districts for plans and targets set for strengthening
the press, dues collections, membership drives and other aims mutually
agreed upon; also in tendencies to discuss questions of general policy
in an unorganized and at times in an undisciplined way without in-
volving national leadership. Such tendencies are expressed as well
in leanings among some members to elevate the individual above

tho collective-to consider it necessary for everyone to agree to a

decision beforo it can be put into efiect-which means to develop the
"cult of the minority'' above the majority.

These shortcomings hamper the full mobilization of the party in
actio and refect io P"tt, i, *y opinion, the semi'anarchist ideas of
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so-called "participatory democracy" which are presont in some sec-

tions of the Left, and which I will discuss in a later arlicle.
The 18th Convention sought not only to correct these weaknesses

as far as constitutional procedures make this possiblg but also to
broaden further the rights and duties of Party membership as re-

quired by the new people's upsurge in the country so that the mem-

bership can play a rnore active role in the ffght for peace, Negro
rights and socialism.

Let us see what changes were made.

Fighting N ational Oypression and, Discrirnination

Article VI, Section 2 of the Constitution was strengthened in rela-
tion to the ffght against racial and national discrimination. This duty
was always present in the Party Constitution. It now is underscorod
that this ffght must be intensiffed regarding the Negro PeoPle and all
other national minorities.

The section now reads:

It shall be the obligation of all Party members to struggle against
all forms of national oppression, national chauvinism, discrimina-
tion and segregation, against all ideological influences and practices
of 'tacial" theories, such as white chauvinism and anti-Semitism.
It shall be the duty of all Party members to ffght for the full social,
political and economic equality of the \"gro people _and promote
the unity of the Negro and white people as essential for the ad-
vancement of their common interests.

It shall be the obligation of all Party members to ffght for social,
political and economic equality for the Mexican-American, Puerto
fucan, American Indians and other oppressed national minorities
in the United States.

On the Election of Officers

The new Constitution provides that state and national officers shall

be elected by the State and National Committees respectively to which
they are responsible. This had always been the practice of the Party.
It was changed by the 16th Convention and the change was retained
by the 17th Convention, which provided that the Convention elect
the officers. Seemingly this was more democratic because the officers

were directly elected by the delegates. Actually it weakened demo-
cratic centralism in two respects:

First, it placed the offieers in a special category. The Constitution
stated that the officers \Mere responsible and subordinate to commit-
tees, but generally an officer is responsible to the body that elects
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him. It is difficult for the National Committee, which "is the highest
authority between conventions," to exercise full authority and control
over officers when their authority comes from the convention and
not the committee. The same is true for the State Committees.

Further, it impaired collective work. In the pressure of work, and
because of bad habits, important decisions are often made by the of-
ffcers without consulting the leading committees or the various com-
mittees set up for different areas of work. As a result, these Committees
often languish for lack of power. Individual responsibility and initi-
ative are absolutely essential, but they should not replace collective
work in the daily conduct of affairs.

Criticism

In tho seotion on the rights of rnembers a new paragraph in Article
VI, Section I, was added which states:

Members may criticize the work of all leading committees and
individual leaders, irrespective of tlie positions they hold, for short-
comings, errors or unbecoming conduct provided it is done in ap-
propriate Party meetings, conferences, conventions or other Party
bodies. Any officer who interferes with this right of criticism shall
be subject to discipline.

Any membet may address a question or statement to a leading
committee. Leading committees must respond as prornptly as pos-
sible.

This is important since democratic centralism, as Lenin described
it in brief terms, means "freedom of discussion and unity of action."
It is also essential because in the past criticism by the membership
was often wrongly viewed as being limited to the preconvention dis-
cussion period. This provision makes explicit what has been a grow-
ing practice, that year-ro'und criticism is permissible and essential,
and penalizes any attempt to interfere with this right. Criticism and
self-criticism are fundamental methods of correcting weaknesses and
mistakes. A party and its leadership which fail systematically to prac-
tice self-criticrsm cannot benefft from that party's work, nor can
they learn the masses'views and attitudes toward their policies.

Every organization, and especially a working-class organization,
needs a stable body of leaders. The Party is a unity of leaders, leading
bodies and members. Leaders necessarily have special tasks, re-
sponsibilities and authority in the fulfillment of work. These must be
respected. But in terms of basic rights and duties all members, irre-
spective of their posts, are equal. There are no two disciplines in the
Communist Party.
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Criticism and self-criticism are a means of aiding the work of the
whole Party-of leaders and leading bodies. It is also a weapon
against the menace of bureaucracy, arrogance and conceit among
leaders which are generated by the strong capitalist environment. As
the l8th Convention's Resolution on Party Organization stated, "AIl
too often bureaucracy replaces the democratic procedures which are
necessary for a Communist Party. . . . The ffght for democratic cen-
tralism against bureaucratic tendencies is an integral part of the strug-
gle for the legality and legitimacy of the Party."

T[re purpose of criticism is to correct, not destroy. Its form should
be, as the Italian comrades say, "serene and frank" and it should ex-
press the sum total of the picture-positive as well as negative. Mis-
takes are inevitable for a party of action. The thing is to make little
ones and to correct them quickly. Also, in explaining a mistake, not
only ushat was wrong should be stated but also uthy it was wrong,
and proposals for its correction should be offered.

Also it is important that members and leaders listen to critical
views, not only with an attentive ear but with an open mind, tqnng
to discern what is new and correct in the criticism, even if it .be a
mere fragment of what is said. Suppression of criticism, which is
impermissible, may often be indirect. It takes the form of seizing
upon some wrong word or phrase or the wrong tone of the criticism
to reject and denounce it. Inexperienced members may not always
express themselves aptly, theoretically or practically. The thing is to
ffnd out what they mean, what they are seeking to correct.

On Making of Pokcy

The new Constitution retained the provisions which call for the
fr:Ilest possible participation by the lower bodies and the membership
in the making of policy, particularly where new major policies are
adopted or old ones changed. These are to be found in various
sections of the Constitution, most speciftcally in Article V, Section 10

and in Article VI, Sections 3 and 4.

To these were added several important new paragraphs as a result
of discussions in the Constitution Committee, which are now to be
found in Section 10 of Article VI:

The National Committee and the State Committee shall encour-
age the widest discussion by the membership of all questions of
thgory and general line of Party policy at all times and shall pro-
vide organs for the implementation of such discussions provided
that in the opinion of the National Committee such discussions do
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not hinder or impede the execution of Party policy and decisions
or weaken the unity of the Party in action.

Also the following paragraph was added in the same secdon:

In the discussion and debate on major changes of policy or in the
formulation of new major policies, all members of the National
Committee have the free an? full right to express their individual
opinions in meetings, conferences oi other Party bodies or in the
oigans used for such discussions.

Where a continuing discussion is found necessary, the same con'
ditions of free discusiion shall prevail until a decision is arrived at.
In such discussion, the Nationil Committee shall inform the mem'
bership of the problems and issues involved, shall distribute the
pertin6nt docum-ents and other material in good time. AIso when-
Lver at least one-third of the National Corimittee requests it, the
National Committee shall make known to the membership difier-
ences or conflicting views on proposed policy in the National Com-
mittee.

llhe puqpose of these new Paragraphs is to improve the parUcipa'
tion of the whole Party-members and leaders-in the solution of new

problems in the class struggle, to stimulate 
-independent 

thinking of

Ihe membership and leadership and to help them display greater

political initiative in the people's organizations and movements.- 
Open fiscussion of political and tactical_problems plays a decisivo

rololn the develop*errt of independent political initiative and should

be encouraged in every way. Also it helps the Party to engage in
dialogue with non-Party people, which is indispensable in our ideo-

logical work at the Present time.
-Thir do"r not mean that any member, or any state leadership, can

rtart discussions of any Party policy on their own. It must be done

within the context of the general political line of the Party. Also, this

section does not mean that decisions calling for action can, in tho

name of discussion, be debated after a discussion has already taken
place and a decision has been arrived at. To assure that this shall

iot be done, the limitation was placed in the above new ParagraPh
that '.in the opini,on of the National committee wch discussions do

not hinder or impede the execution of Partg policy ond, decisions or

u:eaken the unity of the Party in action."

What is intended is not discussion of party policy in action, of deff-

nite actions under way, but discussion of theories, of issues not yet
rosolved, or of new problems in the sphere of politics, economics or
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philosophy, such as questions of independent politicd action, &o
composition of the working class, problems facing the labor movo
men! attitudes to leadership of the trade unions (which was only par-
tially discussed at the Convention), t}le ]ewish question (which tho
Party is currently discussing), new problems facing the Negro free-
dom movement, and so orn.

This will be evident in discussing the formulation of the provisions
on the 'right of dissent "

Right of Dissent

The right of members to dissent from majority decisions, or from
deeisions of higher bodies was stated, in previous constitutions, and
was retained and further clariffed in the present document. The right
of dissent means the right to state one's disagreement with a decision
or, in the course of a discussion, to disagree with a viewpoint put
forward by higher bodies, and the right of appeal to change a policy
or an action to upper levels of leadership, up to and including the
National Convention.

Some members in the Constitution Committee felt this was not
adequate and suggested that the section of the old Constitution be
restated which granted the right of officers and members to discuss
"dissenting views in Party publications" after a decision was made.
This section of the old Constitution was never applied, and could not
be applied without undermining decisions already arrived at.

It is one thing to express one's disageement with a decision or 1tol-
rry and to have the right to appeal a desision as far as the National
Convention. It is another thing to debate and express opposing views
after the decision has been made and while it is being carried out.
To allow the latter would turn the Party into a debating society, in-
stead of a party of action. No union would allow any opposing
action of its members to a strike voted upon by the union while it
is taking place. That is rightly viewed as scabbing.

The question was raised in the Constitution Committeg "What
harm can public discussion opposing a decision do. Ideas are always
good." Not all ideas are good. Some are very harmful. But ex-
change of views and discussion is good and is provided for. Organi-
zation without ideas is absurd. But they must aid action, not nullify
it. Consider an election campaign. The Party after a discussion de-
cides, say, to put up an independent candidate. Some oppose it.
Would not a lrclemic in thc Party press aimed at proving that the
d,ecision was wrong, useless, and harmful and what not affect the
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hard job of signature getting and other activities? What kind of Com-
munist Party would it be where one part of the membership sup-
ports a decision while another part opposes it publicly and otherwise.
Such discussions of policy can only paralyze the Party organization
and hurt the peoples' movernent. Experience has repeatedly proven
this.

A glaring example of this is the conduct of the Socialist Party dur-
ing the 1964 election campaign. At the height of the contest, the pages
of its bi-weekly newspaper Nero America were devoted to a heated
debate over the question of whether or not Johnson should be en-
dorsed. The result was that the Socialist Party played no part, one
way or the other, in the campaign.

Marx once said: "The philosophers have only interpreted the world
in various ways; the point, however, is to change it." How can it be
changed if the Party is unable to exert its united strength, if it is

divided in action, some pulling one way and others in another? '
Is a majority always right, ask those who want to continue discus-

sion after a decision is made? No. A minority or even a single in-
dividual may be right and the maiority may be wrong. That is why
democratic discussion takes place. There is ample opportunity for
miaority views to infuence the majority or be influenced by it during
the discussion prior to decision. There are also other ways, as indi-
cated, for dissent.to be expressed. But it would be wrong for a

minority to carry its views outside of its own club or committee or
engage in public discussion after a decision is made, for to do so

would undermine the ,unity and effectiveness of the Party. trf that
were allowed, then the majority would become impotent and could
function only at the will of the minority.

Lenin gave his views on the relationship between freedom to criti-
ci,*e or dissent anil unity of action in a discussion of difierences re-
garding election policy. He wrote:

Let us take an example. The Congress [of the Party] decided that
the Party should take part in the Duma ele_ctions. Taking part in
electioni is a very definite action. During elections . . . no member
of the Party u.nyrohere has any right whatever to call upon the pe_o-

ple to abstainfrom ooting; nor can "criticisnt''of the decision to take
part in the elections be tolerated during this period, for it would
in fact jeopardize success !n the election campaign. Before elec'
tions have-been announced, however, Party members eaeryrohere
have tlle perfect right to cri,ticke the decision to-take part in elec-
tions. Of course, the application of this principle in practice will
sometimes give rise to disputes and misunderstandings; brfi only
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on the basis ol ihis principle can all disputes and misunderstandings
be settled honorablv for the ParW. . . .

The principle of'democratic centralism and autonomy for local
organizations implies universal and full 't'veedorn to cri,ticize so long
as this does not disturb the unity of. a defini,te actian; it rules out
all criticism v;hich disrupts or makes difficult the unity of an action
decided on by the Party. (All emphasis by Lenin, CollectedWorlcs,
Vol. 10, p.   3.)

For the same reason a Communist Party cannot allow factions. In
capitalist parties, factions and groups are inevitable because they con-
tain different and conflicting class strata. This is not the case in a

Communist Party, which is a working class party in which, though
difiering opinions may exist, these can be resolved by democratic
ideological discussion and debate. Factions or groups fragmentize
a party, prevent real objective debate and paralyze its activities. They
injure the very fiber of the organization.

Such, then, are the main changes in the Constitution. It was felt
in the Constitutional Committee that it would be good to also have
by-laws, standing nrles of operation regarding how conventions shall
be prepared, how the elections shall take place, etc. But time did not
permit recommendations on these matters. Also, there were some

other points in the Constitution requiring further consideration, which
were left to the new National Committee.

No constitution is better than the persons applying it, and even the
best constitution can remain a mere piece of paper. That is true
of policies and decisions generally. But this only means that the lead-
ership must zealously enforce the Constitution, must not allow its
violation by any member or leader. Moreover, the greater the under-
standing of the membership of N4arxism-Leninism, the closer &e ties
with the masses, the greater its mass work, the more effective the
democracy and centralism of the organization.
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